March 20, 2018

Introduction

As part of our continued efforts to deliver strong investor protection and responsive regulation, the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC, or we) has developed a Seniors Strategy (the Strategy) and corresponding action plan to respond to the needs and priorities of Ontario seniors. The Strategy which is appended to this Notice outlines some of the new initiatives the OSC is pursuing in relation to older individuals and our plans to continue to build on existing initiatives.

Purpose

The OSC’s vision is a stronger and more secure financial future for all Ontario seniors. We seek to achieve this through a comprehensive approach that recognizes that there are multiple tools in our toolkit, including policy, operational changes, research, education and outreach. The Strategy also reflects the fact that we can’t do it alone: the way to achieve our vision is dependent in part on engagement and partnerships with stakeholders, including the financial industry, working together to achieve our shared goals.

The financial lives of older Canadians have grown increasingly complex relative to previous generations. As a regulator, we believe that we have a role to play in ensuring that the needs of older Ontarians are appropriately met by the province’s securities industry.

In November 2017, the Government of Ontario published Aging with Confidence, its renewed action plan for dealing with some of the broader challenges faced by many Ontario seniors, listing new initiatives that build on its 2013 action plan for seniors.\(^1\) Under the plan, the Government of Ontario establishes a vision to help older individuals remain independent, healthy and active, safe and socially connected, and lays out a framework for supporting that vision through guiding principles that focus on inclusion, diversity, safety, and self-determination. The OSC Strategy reflects this vision and its principles, building on it in a securities regulatory context.

Substance

We look to achieve our vision of a stronger and more secure financial future for all Ontario seniors through a Strategy that is inclusive, social and responsive. These three principles will shape our policy-making, operational changes, research, education and outreach initiatives with respect to older Ontarians.

The key elements outlined in the Strategy include:

- Developing a flexible and responsive framework to address issues of financial exploitation and cognitive impairment among older investors, which includes:
  
  o a requirement that registered firms and their representatives make reasonable efforts to obtain the name and contact information for a client’s “trusted contact person” that may be reached if there is a concern about a client’s behaviour or transactions in a client’s account;
  
  o enabling registered firms and their representatives (for example, through a safe harbour) to place a temporary hold on disbursements from a client’s account or make a disclosure to a trusted contact person when they:
    
    ▪ have a reasonable belief that financial exploitation or fraud has occurred, is occurring or will be attempted; or
    
    ▪ have a reasonable belief that a client’s judgement may be impaired;
  
  o guidance for registered firms and their representatives when engaging with older clients, such as collecting sufficient information about a client, supervising client accounts and communicating effectively with clients and supporting their decision-making as they age.

- Addressing registered firms’ and their representatives’ use of confusing and misleading titles, designations, and marketing practices, including issues related to older investors.

- Strengthening OBSI and exploring how the dispute resolution process can better respond to the issues of older investors.

- Breaking down silos and working with other regulators and organizations toward a common goal of designing policies and programs that serve the interests of older individuals in areas such as powers of attorney and privacy laws.

- Building capacity among our staff to continually improve the ways in which we work with older investors and undertake various enhancements to our operational activities.

- Further research on the challenges and issues faced by different segments of older investors, which is vital to ensuring that our policy-making, education and outreach activities remain responsive to the circumstances and needs of older Ontarians. This includes working with the Behavioural Insights Team to examine behavioural barriers related to retirement planning and possible intervention tactics to overcome those barriers.

- Enhancing our education and outreach activities to provide tools and resources for older investors, their families and caregivers who support them, as well as their registered firms and representatives, and improving the ways in which we deliver information through written materials, digital publications and in-person engagement. Among other things, this will include:
  
  o developing a series of white label resources (such as forms, discussion guides and educational materials) for firms to adopt and deploy to their representatives and clients;
  
  o creating a “resource hub” to aggregate and organize resources available to older Ontarians in a central online location; and
  
  o implementing an education and outreach strategy for new Canadians that includes a focus on older investors.
In developing the Strategy, we consulted with a number of stakeholders, including the Seniors Expert Advisory Committee (SEAC, an OSC advisory committee composed of experts in financial services, medical sciences, law, seniors advocacy, and other fields), the investment industry, retail investors, and community groups reached through our OSC in the Community program as well as other outreach and engagement initiatives. We also drew significantly from the findings of a roundtable focused on seniors’ issues that we held together with our Investor Advisory Panel in 2014, and performed extensive research and consultation with our regulatory counterparts both here in Canada and abroad.

We will provide an update on our progress in implementing the Strategy in one year and will continue to monitor and assess changes among older demographics through further research and stakeholder consultation. Over this period, we expect that registered firms and their representatives will review and develop ways to improve their own practices with respect to older investors and play a significant role in the broader, ongoing conversation with respect to the needs and priorities of older investors.
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Doug Sarro  
Senior Advisor, Research and Regulatory Innovation  
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is time to change the conversation around older investors.

As part of our continued efforts to deliver strong investor protection and responsive regulation, the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) has developed a strategy and action plan to respond to the needs and priorities of Ontario seniors.

In November 2017, the Government of Ontario published *Aging with Confidence*, its renewed action plan for dealing with some of the broader challenges faced by many Ontario seniors, listing new initiatives that build on its 2013 action plan for seniors. Under the plan, the Government of Ontario establishes a vision to help older individuals remain independent, healthy and active, safe and socially connected, and lays out a framework for supporting that vision through guiding principles that focus on inclusion, diversity, safety, and self-determination. The OSC Seniors Strategy reflects this vision and its principles, building on it in a securities regulatory context.

The OSC’s vision is a stronger and more secure financial future for all Ontario seniors. We seek to achieve this through a comprehensive approach that recognizes that there are multiple tools in our toolkit, including policy, operational changes, research, education and outreach. The strategy also reflects the fact that we can’t do it alone: the way to achieve our vision is dependent in part on engagement and partnerships with stakeholders, including the financial industry, working together to achieve our shared goals.

It is important that the OSC develop a seniors strategy because, as a regulator, we must be responsive to the needs and priorities of older Ontarians and recognize the challenges that investors often face in the financial services market as they age.

The data tells us that Ontarians are living longer than ever, and older Ontarians make up a growing portion of Ontario’s population: the Ontario government has projected that one in four Ontarians will be aged 65 or older by 2041. At the same time, the financial lives of individuals aged 65 and older are becoming more complex, with incomes coming from more potentially volatile sources, higher debt levels and a greater share of their assets in less liquid assets, such as real estate, than was the case 20 years ago.

These trends indicate that Ontarians will be called upon to make complex financial judgments later in life, and with higher stakes, than may have been the case for previous generations. But for many people, aging can also be accompanied by health, mobility, or cognitive changes that may affect their ability to make these judgments later in life, as well as their susceptibility to financial exploitation and fraud.

We recognize that these trends give rise to heightened concerns about the ability of older investors to access financial products and services that respond to their needs as they age. That said, it is also important to avoid the ageist tendency of regarding all seniors as “vulnerable” or unable to protect their own interests. While much of this document discusses changes and risks that may
become relevant to individuals as they age, it is important to recognize that these factors may affect different individuals at different points in their lives, and to significantly different degrees.

We look to achieve our vision of a stronger and more secure financial future for all Ontario seniors through a strategy that is inclusive, social and responsive. Being inclusive means recognizing that seniors are not a homogenous group – that policy responses and education and outreach initiatives must take into account, among other things, differences in mobility, vision, hearing, and literacy, including financial literacy. We also need to recognize that financial decisions are social in nature, in that individuals tend to consider the effects of their actions on others and seek others’ advice before taking action; this means designing policy and programs in ways that engage these individuals and help them meaningfully participate in conversations about aging and retirement planning. Being responsive means delivering timely and relevant support and resources to investors, as well as the people they work with when making financial decisions, which in turn means paying close attention to emerging trends and changes in circumstances affecting the financial lives of older individuals.

In developing this strategy, we consulted with a number of stakeholders, including the Seniors Expert Advisory Committee (SEAC, an OSC advisory committee composed of experts in financial services, medical sciences, law, seniors advocacy, and other fields), the investment industry, retail investors, and community groups reached through our OSC in the Community program as well as other outreach and engagement initiatives. We also drew significantly from the findings of a roundtable focused on seniors’ issues (the Seniors Roundtable) that we held together with our Investor Advisory Panel in 2014, and performed extensive research and consultation with our regulatory counterparts both here in Canada and abroad.

This strategy builds on our existing work to better understand and serve the interests of older investors, including our establishment of SEAC, our work to strengthen the Ombudsman for Banking Services and Investments (OBSI) as an independent and impartial service for resolving financial consumer complaints, the Canadian Securities Administrators’ (CSA) policy project to enhance the obligations that regulated dealers and advisers (often referred to in this document as “registered firms”) and their representatives have with their clients so that the interests of clients come first, our diverse education and outreach initiatives that speak directly to investors through a variety of channels, and our ongoing research into the changing needs and priorities of investors.

**Key elements outlined in this strategy include:**

- Developing a flexible and responsive framework to address issues of financial exploitation and cognitive impairment among older investors, which includes:
  - a requirement that registered firms and their representatives make reasonable efforts to obtain the name and contact information for a client’s “trusted contact person” that may be reached if there is a concern about a client’s behaviour or transactions in a client’s account;
  - enabling registered firms and their representatives (for example, through a safe harbour) to place a temporary hold on disbursements from a client’s account or make a disclosure to a trusted contact person when they:
    - have a reasonable belief that financial exploitation or fraud has occurred, is occurring or will be attempted; or
    - have a reasonable belief that a client’s judgement may be impaired;
  - guidance for registered firms and their representatives when engaging with older clients, such as collecting sufficient information about a client, supervising client accounts and communicating effectively with clients and supporting their decision-making as they age.
- Addressing registered firms’ and their representatives’ use of confusing and misleading titles, designations, and marketing practices, including issues related to older investors.
• Strengthening OBSI and exploring how the dispute resolution process can better respond to the issues of older investors.

• Breaking down silos and working with other regulators and organizations toward a common goal of designing policies and programs that serve the interests of older individuals in areas such as powers of attorney and privacy laws.

• Building capacity among our staff to continually improve the ways in which we work with older investors and undertake various enhancements to our operational activities.

• Further research on the challenges and issues faced by different segments of older investors, which is vital to ensuring that our policy-making, education and outreach activities remain responsive to the circumstances and needs of older Ontarians. This includes working with the Behavioural Insights Team to examine behavioural barriers related to retirement planning and possible intervention tactics to overcome those barriers.

• Enhancing our education and outreach activities to provide tools and resources for older investors, their families and caregivers who support them, as well as their registered firms and representatives, and improving the ways in which we deliver information through written materials, digital publications and in-person engagement. Among other things, this will include:
  ° developing a series of white label resources (such as forms, discussion guides and educational materials) for firms to adopt and deploy to their representatives and clients;
  ° creating a “resource hub” to aggregate and organize resources available to older Ontarians in a central online location; and
  ° implementing an education and outreach strategy for new Canadians that includes a focus on older investors.

We recognize that appropriately addressing the full scope of issues affecting older investors may require work beyond these elements and that there is more that we can learn and do to continually improve the way we respond to the interests of older investors. As such, we see this strategy as a living document: a roadmap for targeted approaches to address older investors’ needs. We recognize that, in our efforts to remain flexible and responsive to the changing needs of older individuals, we must be open to adapting our roadmap over time to meet these needs.

We will provide an update on our progress in implementing this strategy in one year and will continue to monitor and assess changes among older demographics through further research and stakeholder consultation. Over this period, we expect that registered firms and their representatives will review and develop ways to improve their own practices with respect to older investors and play a significant role in the broader, ongoing conversation with respect to the needs and priorities of older investors. We look forward to continuing this dialogue with the financial sector as well as investors, community organizations, government, and other stakeholders as we move forward with implementing the various initiatives contemplated by this strategy.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The discussion below summarizes findings from research relevant to the financial lives of older Canadians. After briefly addressing the challenge of defining what it means to be a “senior” in 2018, this section describes current data with respect to the economic and social circumstances of older Canadians.

This data indicates that Canadians will be called upon to make complex financial decisions later in life, and with higher stakes, than may have been the case for previous generations. It also indicates that, while older Canadians may be better equipped to address this complexity than may have been the case in the past, maintaining financial knowledge later in life remains a challenge.

This section then discusses challenges that many older Canadians are likely to face at some stage in their lives, and that may impact their ability to make difficult financial decisions later in life and leave them more susceptible to financial exploitation and fraud. These factors range from behavioural biases that affect people of all ages, such as overconfidence, to changes in cognition and health that are often associated with advancing age.

A. Who is a “senior?”

Before understanding the factors that may affect the financial lives of seniors, it is necessary to clarify what one means by the word “senior.” The term is often associated with people who have reached a particular age – Statistics Canada, for example, uses age 65 as a marker for when an individual should be considered a senior, and Investing As We Age, a 2017 study by the OSC’s Investor Office, found that 76 per cent of Ontarians aged 65 and older view themselves as seniors.5

The study also found, however, that many Ontarians do not view “senior” as a binary, “in or out” category: some said that they see themselves as seniors only sometimes, such as when accessing certain discounts and benefits or when experiencing issues with health or mobility.6 When turning to focus on how they would define someone else as a senior, a majority of respondents said they viewed someone age 65 or older as a senior, but others pointed to factors relating to health or life stage, such as retirement, as also relevant for determining whether someone is a senior.7

It is unsurprising that many Ontarians viewed age as the most relevant marker for determining whether someone is a senior. Age is often used as a rough marker for knowing when one is expected to reach certain life milestones, such as pursuing an education, joining the labour force, starting a family, or retiring.8 Perhaps in part because of this, age also is often a requirement for accessing benefits, from pensions and income supports to seniors’ discounts at supermarkets and other stores; or as a threshold for additional responsibilities, such as seniors’ driver testing; or as the basis on which particular activities are restricted, as with mandatory retirement.9

In collecting and analyzing data with respect to seniors, age can be a useful simplifying metric, and this literature review makes significant use of data that focuses on Canadians aged 65 or older.

That being said, our consultations with stakeholders and research on this topic have made clear to
The OSC Investor Office’s 2017 *Investing As We Age* study found that 76% of Ontarians aged 65 and older view themselves as “seniors.”

us that, for the OSC’s purposes as a regulator, age should not be viewed as the only indicator for determining whether a person is a senior. Relying on age alone fails to capture the specific characteristics, lifestyles and personal and financial needs of each investor. With life expectancies lengthening, the health of individuals who reach the age of 65 improving, and the share of individuals continuing to participate in the labour force at age 65 increasing, it becomes increasingly important not to treat Canadians aged 65 and over, or seniors, for that matter, as a single, homogenous group.

It is also important to avoid the ageist tendency of regarding all seniors as “vulnerable” or unable to protect their own interests. While much of this document discusses changes and risks that may become relevant to individuals as they age, it is important to recognize that these factors may affect different individuals at different points in their lives, and to significantly different degrees. It is also important to recognize that older Canadians often lead healthy and productive lives well into their “senior” years. For example, older Canadians occupy positions of significant responsibility within the capital markets: a 2014 study on directors of publicly traded companies in Canada found that these directors have an average age of 63, and that 17 per cent of these directors are aged 71 or older.

Some organizations have instead taken a “life stage” approach to identifying individuals who could be considered seniors, looking for changes
in life circumstances (such as entering retirement) to determine when investors may be considered seniors. The Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC), for example, has defined “senior clients” as those “who are retired or about to retire.” The Investment Industry Association of Canada (IIAC) similarly defines “senior investors” as “investors who have retired or are nearing retirement,” noting that “the term ‘senior investor’ does not readily lend itself to a simple numerical age measure, as tempting as that may be for simplicity of application.” As IIAC notes, however, in any event, both “a client’s age and life stage are critical components of an investor’s KYC [know your client] profile and firms cannot meet their regulatory obligations without considering these factors.”

B. Older Canadians: A snapshot

The financial situation of the typical Canadian age 65 and older has changed significantly over the past 20 years. As levels of public pension and other retirement benefits have stalled in real terms, older Canadians have sought to fill the gap with income from employment and private pensions and savings—sources of income that depend in large part on older Canadians’ continued health and employment, as well as the outcomes of their personal investment decisions. At the same time, their balance sheets have become more leveraged and less liquid, with debt levels rising faster than asset levels, and a greater portion of older households’ assets in real estate.

While, as a whole, older households’ balance sheets remain resilient—overall debt levels remain relatively low and older households still hold significant quantities of more liquid, financial assets—the trends outlined above mean that older individuals, in managing their wealth, may need to make significant financial decisions later in life to a greater extent than may have been required of previous generations.

Incomes increasingly from potentially volatile sources

Household expenses typically fall when one retires or reaches retirement age, but they do not
disappear: as a result, older Canadians generally seek to maintain a level of income sufficient to maintain the standard of living they enjoyed in their peak working years, through a combination of government benefits; private pensions, savings, and other assets; and continued full-time or part-time employment.

Over the past two decades, families with a primary income earner aged 65 or older kept pace, for the most part, with increases in incomes enjoyed by families with a primary earner aged 18-64, indicating that many older Canadians have succeeded in maintaining their standard of life in retirement. In 1995, the median income of a family with a primary earner aged 65 or older was 73 per cent that of a family with a primary earner aged 18 to 64; this percentage fell slightly to 70 per cent in 2015.

But the composition of older Canadians’ incomes has shifted significantly over this period. The role of government benefits in helping older Canadians replace their working-age incomes has diminished over time, as increases in these benefits have not kept pace with increases in the incomes of working-age families: between 1995 and 2015, the median after-tax income of families with a primary earner aged 18-64 increased by 39 per cent, but the median income from government transfers for families with a primary earner aged 65 and older grew by only 7 per cent. Canadians aged 65 and older have been bridging this gap with higher employment income and income from private pensions and savings: median income from these sources among families with a primary earner aged 65 or older rose by 61 per cent between 1995 and 2015.

At the same time as Canadians aged 65 and older have come to rely to a greater extent on market income, the composition of this category of income has also been changing: the share of Canadian workers enrolled in defined benefit pension plans, and registered pension plans more generally, has fallen, and the share of Canadians aged 65 and older in the labour force has increased. While recent changes to the Canada Pension Plan are projected to enhance public pension benefits for many younger Canadians, increases in benefits for those who are now beginning to approach retirement age (i.e., those who will turn 60 in 2025) are projected to be relatively modest. Accordingly, these changes are unlikely to substantially affect the makeup of older Canadians’ incomes over the near-to-medium-term.

In short, older Canadians’ incomes are less likely to come from fixed sources—such as government benefits or defined benefit pension plans—than was the case 20 years ago, and more likely to come from sources that are more volatile, such as private savings and investments, including in home equity, continued employment, and defined contribution pension plans. The stability of these sources of income depends on broader market conditions as well as older Canadians’ ability to continue working and the outcomes of their personal investment choices, both before and after retirement.
Balance sheets increasingly leveraged and illiquid

At the same time that older Canadians’ sources of income became less stable, their balance sheets became more leveraged. While total assets held by Canadian households aged 65 and older rose by 6.6 per cent per year between 1999 and 2016, total debts rose by 11.1 per cent per year—the fastest rate of growth of any age group—and the percentage of households in this age group holding some form of debt rose from 27.4 per cent to 42 per cent over this period. Total assets owned by households aged 65 or older still far exceed total debts owed overall, but many households are feeling the impact of rising debt: the percentage of “highly indebted households” (with debts of more than 350 per cent of household incomes) aged 65 and older nearly doubled from 2.9 per cent over 2005–2007 to 5.5 per cent over 2012–2014.

Real estate was responsible for much of the growth in older Canadians’ asset values, rising by 8.1 per cent per year between 1999 and 2016, and representing 41.2 per cent of the assets held by households 65 and older as of 2016. Households 65 or older were the only age group to see their homeownership levels rise over the past decade. While real estate assets can be of significant help in financing retirement, this asset class is less liquid, and therefore more difficult and potentially costly to sell, than financial assets such as exchange-traded funds (ETFs), mutual funds, stocks, and bonds. Accessing home equity requires substantial planning and the exercise of judgment by older homeowners, both in determining when to access this equity and how to do so (whether by downsizing or by taking out a reverse mortgage or home equity line of credit).

Real estate played a role not only in the growth of older Canadians’ assets, but in the substantial and rapid growth in older Canadians’ debt levels over 1999–2016. Mortgage debt grew by 11 per cent annually over this period, and represented 67.6 per cent of the debt held by households aged 65 or older as of 2016. Growth in mortgage debt was outpaced, however, by growth in amounts owed under lines of credit (which include home equity lines of credit), which rose by nearly 15 per cent between 1999 and 2016, representing a further 19 per cent of total debt owed by these households as of 2016.

Low interest rates are likely one driver of higher debt levels. Interest rates fell significantly in the wake of the 2007–08 financial crisis and, in part due to slower growth in the labour force and in global investment spending, interest rates are expected to remain relatively low over the coming years. Lower interest rates have significant effects on households’ economic choices, creating incentives to take on higher debt and reducing incentives to save. It should be unsurprising that debt levels among Canadian households of all ages have risen and savings levels have fallen, relative to historical levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balance sheets of Canadian households aged 65 and older, selected line items (2016 constant dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1999</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ (millions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total assets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private pension assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial assets, non-pension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total debts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines of credit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Use with caution due to the high sampling variability associated with the estimate.
asset prices, helping drive significant increases in Canadian home prices over the past decade, leading many Ontarians to pivot toward relying on their homes as a source of wealth in retirement—the OSC’s Investing As We Age study found that nearly half of pre-retired Ontario homeowners aged 45 and older were relying on rising home prices to provide for their retirement. Savers may also respond to low interest rates by engaging in a “search for yield,” moving their savings out of low-yielding products such as savings accounts and Guaranteed Investment Certificates (GICs) into higher-risk, more volatile investments. This search for yield may also make savers more susceptible to fraudulent “get rich quick” scams.

Intergenerational pressures are likely another driver of higher debt levels. Undergraduate tuition in Ontario has risen by, on average, 57 per cent over the past decade (from $5,388 in the 2007-08 school year to $8,454 in the 2017-18 school year), and housing costs have also risen steadily, with new house prices in Ontario rising by 35.2 per cent (and 42.5 per cent in Toronto) between December 2007 and December 2017. Parents have played a key role in helping their adult children overcome these financial challenges so that they could establish households of their own. This support often comes in the form of financial assistance:

- 60 per cent of Canadian parents with children under 25 report directing some of their retirement savings toward their child’s education.
- 43 per cent of millennial first-time home buyers report receiving financial help with their down payment from their parents (compared to 12 per cent of baby boomers who reported receiving help when buying their first home).

But assistance can also come in the form of parents’ letting adult children stay in the family home longer so that they can build up savings more quickly:

- As of 2016, more than 2 in 5 Ontarians aged 20 to 34 (42.1 per cent) were living with their parents, compared to 35 per cent in 2001.
- Multi-generational households are the fastest growing type of household in Canada.

- In 2016, over half (50.3 per cent) of grandparents aged 45 and older living with their grandchildren reported having some financial responsibility in their household.

Parents report that this support has encumbered their retirement plans: 62 per cent of baby boomers say that providing for their “boomerang” children is preventing them from saving enough for retirement, and over half (58 per cent) report being financially stressed.

Better educated and more engaged in their communities

While older Canadians’ financial situations have become significantly more complex over the past 20 years, their capacity to deal with this complexity arguably has increased considerably. Older Canadians are more educated than ever before: the proportion of Canadians aged 55 and over with a university degree rose from 9 per cent in 1996 to 20 per cent in 2016, while the proportion of those with only a high school diploma or less fell from 68 per cent to 45 per cent. Higher education levels are linked to better health, less social isolation, and other indicators of wellbeing, and data on older Canadians appears to support this relationship. Overall, most older Canadians are in good mental health and have a positive outlook on life, tending to report less psychological distress than younger Canadians. In addition, 87 per cent of Ontarians aged 65 and older report feeling “a lot” younger than their actual age.

Older Canadians are more likely to be working than was the case in the past: the percentage of Canadians 55 and older participating in the labour force rose from 24 per cent in 1996 to 38 per cent in 2016, hitting a record high. In 2015, one in five Canadians aged 65 and older (19.8 per cent) reported working during the year, generally in part-time or part-year employment. Higher employment in part reflects higher education levels, better health, and higher wages. The rise in two-income households also helps explain this increase, as one income earner may delay retirement so that they can retire at the same time as their spouse. But working later in life may not be positive for everyone: it may also reflect older Canadians’ having to cope with higher debt levels, insufficient retirement savings, and the need to provide financial support for their adult children.
Older Canadians also contribute to their communities and families as volunteers and caregivers. Thirty-eight per cent of Canadians aged 65–74, and 27 per cent of those aged 75 and over, volunteered in 2013; older Canadians who volunteered contributed higher hours on average than most other age groups, with volunteers aged 65–74 and 75 and over spending the highest and third-highest number of hours volunteering, respectively, of any age group.¹²

Older Canadians are more likely to live in their own homes, and less likely to live alone, than was the case in the past. As noted above, Canadians aged 65 and over were also the only age group in Canada whose rate of home ownership increased over the past decade, rising from 72.2 per cent in 2006 to 74.6 per cent in 2016.¹³ This is, in part, due to differences in life expectancy, with women aged 65 and older substantially more likely to live alone than men in the same age group (33 per cent, compared to 17.5 per cent), though recent gains in male life expectancy are helping to narrow this gap.¹⁴ As reflected in the table above, between 2001 and 2016, the proportion of women aged 80 and older living alone fell by 7.5 percentage points, while the share of those living as part of a couple rose by 7.7 percentage points.¹⁵¹⁶

Contrary to stereotypes, older Canadians are using technology in greater numbers than ever before: internet use among 65- to 74-year-olds rose from 65 per cent in 2013 to 81 per cent in 2016, and internet use among those aged 75 and older rose from 35 per cent to 50 per cent over this period.¹⁷ In addition, substantial percentages of older Canadians own smartphones, including 18 per cent of Canadians aged 75 or older as of 2016.¹⁸
A 2014 Statistics Canada study found that women aged 65 and older had the lowest financial knowledge scores out of women of any age group, and that men aged 65 and older had the lowest financial knowledge scores out of men of any age group other than 18- to 24-year-olds.

**Challenges with financial planning, education, literacy, and numeracy persist**

Having achieved a higher level of education early in life does not necessarily mean that an individual is planning for their financial future: the Investor Office’s 2017 *Investing As We Age* found that only 14 per cent of Ontarians age 45 or older have a formal, written retirement plan, while 54 per cent have no retirement plan at all. It also is no guarantee that an individual will maintain, later in life, the level of financial knowledge necessary to make informed financial decisions. Changes in cognition that occur as individuals age have been associated with a decline in financial literacy. These changes do not, however, affect individuals’ confidence in their ability to manage their own finances, and many do not reach out for help with financial decisions.

Research carried out in Canada appears to support these findings. Canadians aged 65 and older still tend to underperform, compared to younger Canadians, when it comes to financial knowledge. A 2014 study found that women aged 65 and older had the lowest financial knowledge scores out of women of any age group, and that men aged 65 and older had the lowest financial knowledge scores out of men of any age group other than 18- to 24-year-olds. This study also found a significant gender gap between men and women aged 65 and older, with only 11.6 per cent of women (compared to 18.5 per cent of men) answering correctly five key financial knowledge questions.

The Investor Office’s 2017 *Investing As We Age* study indicates an inverse relationship between financial knowledge as found by Statistics Canada and reported financial confidence: despite their lower financial knowledge scores, Canadians aged 65 and older were more likely than Canadians aged 45–64 to report feeling that they have a “good” or “excellent” understanding of investing. A significant gender gap persisted, however, with only 31 per cent of women aged 65 and older, compared to 55 per cent of men in this age group, reporting this level of knowledge.

Low financial knowledge makes the roles of registered firms and their representatives even more important to helping older Canadians meet their financial goals. *Investing As We Age* found that a majority of investors aged 65 and older work with at least one registered firm; research has also found that registered firms and their representatives have a significant influence on their clients’ investment choices, and that investors working with a registered firm place significant trust and confidence in that firm and its representatives. However, as discussed below, older investors face significant challenges and risks that many registered firms and representatives may feel ill-equipped to address for a variety of reasons, including feeling that they lack the appropriate training and concern that existing policies and processes do not provide sufficient guidance regarding an older client’s instructions and financial decisions.

**C. Aging and financial decision-making**

High education, good health, and strong connections to family and community naturally lead to optimism in one’s ability to manage financial challenges. But optimism can be hazardous when it leads us to overlook the possibility that circumstances may change for the worse, and research into behavioural insights indicates that people of all ages tend to be overconfident about themselves and their choices. This tendency may lead a healthy individual who is working or recently retired to ignore or underestimate the possibility
that they will experience adverse changes to their health later in life, or to assume that they will recognize changes to their health as they occur.\textsuperscript{70} In fact, OSC-commissioned research carried out in 2015 found that six in ten Canadians aged 50 and older experienced a major life event that challenged their prior financial plans.\textsuperscript{71}

\textbf{Aging minds and bodies}

Individuals’ minds and bodies change as they age, and these changes can affect their financial decisions. Over time, the brain becomes less able to multitask, carry out mental math, and properly assess risks.\textsuperscript{72} It becomes more likely to make inconsistent and irrational choices,\textsuperscript{73} and more likely to focus on the positive and ignore negative information.\textsuperscript{74} It tends to rely more heavily on \textit{crystallized intelligence} (its store of existing knowledge) relative to \textit{fluid intelligence} (its ability to process new information and adapt to new situations).\textsuperscript{75}

These normal changes in cognition may not have a noticeable effect on one’s ability to perform routine financial tasks, such as paying bills, but they can become more obvious when one faces more complex or unfamiliar contexts, such as financial planning or deciding to buy or sell investments: individuals may try to cope by considering less information before making decisions or by avoiding making decisions altogether.\textsuperscript{76} Individuals may also become less willing or able to scrutinize the trustworthiness of others.\textsuperscript{77}

The risk of Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of dementia increases substantially as individuals get older: while only 7 per cent of Canadians over 65 years of age are affected by dementia, this percentage is 35-40 per cent among Canadians over 85 years of age.\textsuperscript{78} Dementia affects daily life: in addition to impaired memory and difficulties with language and with processing decisions, symptoms include suspicion and anxiety, agitation over breaks in routine, frustration, and becoming easily distracted or upset by background noise.\textsuperscript{79} It has been suggested that impaired financial decisions are “often one of the earliest clinical signs of emerging dementia.”\textsuperscript{80}

Serious illness, impaired mobility, impaired vision and hearing, and concurrent use of multiple medications can all affect an individual’s ability to make financial decisions.\textsuperscript{81} In 2012, 26.3 per cent of Canadians aged 65 to 74, and 42.5 per cent of Canadians aged 75 and older, reported having a disability.\textsuperscript{82} The percentage of Canadians reporting hearing and vision problems rises from 3.4 per cent and 2.1 per cent, respectively, among Canadians aged 65 to 74, to 12.8 per cent and 16.5 per cent, respectively, among Canadians aged 85 and over.\textsuperscript{83}

These risks, as well as the types of normal cognitive changes that occur with age discussed above will affect different individuals in different ways and to different degrees.\textsuperscript{84} But on average, the associated risks and changes tend to become prevalent at a time in individuals’ lives when they are likely to have accumulated greater wealth (relative to when they were younger), but also have less time to bounce back from financial mistakes or loss of assets.\textsuperscript{85} The financial consequences of mistakes triggered by diminished capacity later in life can therefore be serious.\textsuperscript{86} These consequences are compounded by the economic circumstances in which older Canadians find themselves: circumstances in which their levels of income depend to a greater extent on their own financial judgment than was the case in the past, and in which their balance sheets are more leveraged and thus sensitive to changes in economic and personal circumstances.
Compounding effects of social isolation

Social isolation (low quantity and quality of contact with others), as well as loneliness (the subjective feeling of lack of connection with others), can compound and accelerate declines in cognitive ability as well as broader physical and mental health.\(^{87}\) As of 2008–09, 19 per cent of Canadians aged 65 and older “felt a lack of companionship, left out, or isolated from others,”\(^{88}\) and a 2006 study found that over 30 per cent of Canadians in this age group are “at risk of social isolation.”\(^{89}\) Social isolation has been identified as “the number one emerging issue facing seniors in Canada.”\(^{90}\)

While Canada’s older population has undergone significant changes over the past decade that have likely helped reduce feelings of social isolation and loneliness—including increases in the proportion of older Canadians living in their own homes and a decrease in the percentage of older women living alone\(^{91}\)—social isolation and its possible effects on financial decision-making remain important concerns.

Caregiving by family and friends, which can range from assistance with routine tasks to making larger decisions about housing, health care and finances, can also help care receivers preserve their connection to their communities. However, it can also have negative effects on the caregiver, particularly if the caregiver is older: the caregiver may become more socially isolated as a result of the demands on time and energy involved in caregiving.\(^{92}\) In 2012, 12 per cent of Canada’s approximately 13 million caregivers were aged 65 or older, and 8 per cent of caregivers provided care for their spouse.\(^{93}\) The 65 and older group was more likely than any other age group to spend 20 hours or more per week on caregiving tasks,\(^{94}\) a sign that this group may be especially at risk of becoming socially isolated as a result of their caregiving work.

The largest group of caregivers, however, appears less likely to suffer social isolation as a result of their caregiving work. Most commonly, caregivers are adult children or grandchildren, and nearly half (44 per cent) of caregivers are between the ages of 45 and 64.\(^{95}\) While pre-retired adult children or grandchildren may have more resilient social networks that leave them less susceptible to social isolation, it must be kept in mind that caregivers of all ages often report stress and financial difficulty stemming from their caregiving responsibilities,\(^{96}\) both of which may affect their own ability to plan ahead for retirement.

Caregiving responsibilities most often fall to women: a majority of caregivers are women (54 per cent), and women who are caregivers are more likely to spend 20 or more hours per week on caregiving tasks than their male counterparts (17 per cent, compared to 11 per cent of male caregivers).\(^{97}\)

Susceptibility to financial exploitation, fraud, and other undue influences

Having strong connections with others, including friends and family acting as caregivers, may reduce one’s susceptibility to financial fraud,\(^{98}\) which generally encompasses investment and other financial scams, often involving the sale of worthless or non-existent products.\(^{99}\) One in 25 Canadians is a victim of investment fraud, and one in five Canadians believe they have been approached with a fraudulent investment opportunity.\(^{100}\) Those who were approached were most often contacted by phone or email and did not have a strong relationship with the potential fraudster; however, one in ten reported having been introduced to a potential fraudster through a friend, neighbour, co-worker, or family member, and about one in five reported developing a strong level of trust in the person who approached them.\(^{101}\)

Canadians aged 65 and older are the age group most likely to say that they have invested money in what turned out to be a fraudulent investment.\(^{102}\) Fraudsters may directly target older individuals because of the relatively high levels of assets they hold as a result of a lifetime of saving and investing; other factors that influence older individuals’ susceptibility to fraud include cognitive decline,\(^{103}\) as well as the absence of any “trustworthy friends or relatives to safeguard their assets.”\(^{104}\)

But the existence of a caregiving or other social relationship with a family member or friend does not necessarily reduce one’s risk of becoming a victim of financial exploitation. Financial exploitation has
been defined in a variety of ways by a variety of organizations and authors;¹⁰⁵ it may come in the form of theft, misuse or underuse of funds intended for care and other household expenses, or abuses of a power of attorney or other authority over the older person’s decision-making.¹⁰⁶ Unlike financial fraud, financial exploitation is most often committed by friends or family members, with adult children and grandchildren, followed by a spouse, being the most common perpetrators; other perpetrators included co-workers and service providers.¹⁰⁷ In the context of a relationship between a client and the representative of a registered firm, the position of power that the representative holds over the client’s financial assets may also create potential for an abuse of trust that could expose the client to some form of financial exploitation.

A national study on the mistreatment of older Canadians found that 2.6 per cent of Canadians aged 65 or older, representing 244,176 Canadians, reported having been a victim of financial abuse in the 12 months prior to when they were interviewed, making financial abuse the second most common form of elder abuse in Canada.¹⁰⁸ Social isolation, as well as cognitive decline and broader declines in health, can increase an individual’s risk of financial exploitation, making them more dependent on a potentially exploitative individual, and reducing their ability to scrutinize or escape potentially exploitative situations.¹⁰⁹

A significant amount of financial exploitation of older Canadians, as well as financial fraud, may be going unreported.¹¹⁰ Shame or guilt at perceived cognitive decline may leave individuals less inclined to report financial fraud or exploitation, and feelings of loneliness may lead individuals to pursue or maintain relationships with potential exploiters as a way of maintaining social connection.¹¹¹

There are also factors that may leave some older individuals in greater need of support from others when making financial decisions, or that may leave older individuals more susceptible to practices that do not rise to the level of financial exploitation or fraud, but nonetheless may be unfair or misleading. For example, seniors may be more susceptible to sophisticated marketing techniques, including the “increasing use of behavioural economics and cognitive neuroscience to sway customers,” as well as the natural human tendency, illustrated by behavioural insights, to become overwhelmed by complex information or choices.¹¹² Reduced ability to discern risk or trustworthy persons may also leave older investors more likely to purchase high-risk investments that may not be suitable for them.¹¹³

With respect to marketing, the use of misleading titles by registered firms and their representatives implying expertise in working with senior clients, as well as the use of misleading or confusing titles more broadly, has long been an area of focus for the OSC and other regulators.¹¹⁴ More broadly, data published by OBSI, which acts as an impartial and fair investigator of banking and investments related complaints across Canada, indicates that older Canadians may be disproportionately exposed to unfair practices in the investment industry. Nearly half of individuals who submitted complaints to OBSI in 2016 regarding unfair practices relating to investments were 60 years of age or older.¹¹⁵

OBSI complaints by older clients, 2016¹¹⁶

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 or older</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>47.7%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Common investment-related complaints include issues relating to investment suitability, suitability of margin or leverage, inaccurate or incomplete disclosure about a product or fees, disclosure and failure to follow a client’s instructions (together representing over 70 per cent of investment-related OBSI cases opened in 2016).  

**D. The challenge ahead**

Older Canadians face complex financial decisions in retirement and, with a greater share of senior Canadians’ incomes coming from private sources relative to a generation ago, these decisions come with higher stakes. Low interest rates and other factors have added further complexity to older Canadians’ financial circumstances, encouraging greater borrowing while reducing the incentive to save. These trends may tend to heighten the potential impact of financial fraud or exploitation on the financial security of older Canadians.

It is natural to assume the best case scenario, but, with longer life spans and a more complex retirement ahead, it is important to plan for the unexpected. This is an area where investors expect regulators and registered firms and their representatives to help, as noted in the insights shared at the Seniors Roundtable. Many registered firms and representatives, in turn, have suggested that they need more support from regulators to help their clients plan for and address future changes and risks: a 2017 report by the Canadian Foundation for the Advancement of Investor Rights (FAIR Canada) and the Canadian Centre for Elder Law found that many registered firms and their representatives feel ill-equipped to respond to potential cognitive decline or financial exploitation of older clients, reporting that their firms had “few clear systems to follow, few experts within [their] organization, [and] few clear procedures” for identifying and responding to these situations. The report adds that many registered firms believe regulatory intervention in the form of guidance, legal safe harbours, and other tools may help both them and their representatives to better address the needs of their clients.
We recognize that we are not alone in our focus on older investors. Securities regulators and other government agencies around the world have increasingly turned their attention toward the challenges that older individuals often face in accessing financial products and advice that are suited to their needs, and the risks that are often associated with aging and financial decision-making, including financial exploitation and diminished mental capacity.

We are particularly interested in identifying potential opportunities to support older investors and address the potential risks they face regarding financial exploitation and diminished cognitive capacity, with a view toward capturing instructive examples that can inform our own work in supporting Ontario’s senior investors. To that end, we have examined various regulators and governments that have identified policy interventions or introduced new rules or guidance for the financial services industries in their respective jurisdictions to improve the resources and tools available to registered firms and their representatives working with older clients.

This begins with a look at the research and discussions by the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) around its work to determine the necessary scope of potential policy interventions by examining the financial needs of consumers as they age and the potential barriers that could prevent those consumers from accessing products and advice that meet their needs. It then moves to an examination of new rules and resources put in place by various organizations within the United States and Australia to support registered firms and their representatives in servicing older clients appropriately, including guidance to better equip firm representatives to identify and respond to potential instances of financial exploitation or diminished mental capacity.

There are also a number of examples found both internationally and within Canada that illustrate interesting practices in investor protection, research, education and outreach as they relate to aging. We have examined these and other actions taken by organizations working in the financial services space given their potential applicability within an Ontario context, informing a number of the priorities that follow in this strategy.

A. United Kingdom

In February 2015, the FCA published its Occasional Paper No. 8, *Consumer Vulnerability*, which looked at ways financial service providers can better service “vulnerable consumers,” a term used to describe those “who, due to their personal circumstances, [are] especially susceptible to detriment, particularly when a firm is not acting with appropriate levels of care.”

In the paper, the FCA notes that vulnerability “can come in a range of guises, and can be temporary, sporadic or permanent in nature,” with most people experiencing vulnerability at some point in their lives (though most people who experience such vulnerability would not identify themselves as “vulnerable”). While the onset, duration, and severity of vulnerability can vary, the FCA also noted that an individual’s vulnerability can also be exacerbated by the policies and practices of firms, creating issues such as people taking on an onerous amount of debt, purchasing high-cost products (such as payday loans) or taking on more risk than appropriate for their circumstances.
responding to these and other issues, as the FCA notes, will need to do so in a manner that is flexible, tailored and perhaps based on risk factors; the FCA adds that the use of risk factors is “useful in that [risk factors] capture not only the varied and fluctuating nature of vulnerability, but they also cover the interaction between the individual and the service provider.”

The FCA followed up its research on consumer vulnerability with a focus on older consumers and an in-depth review of the key issues they face. It noted that, while “it is not the role of the FCA to design the products required or define how they should be delivered,” it does believe that it has “a role to play in helping to facilitate the debate about what older people need from financial services providers and the barriers that might get in the way of delivering them in a way that is accessible to those consumers.” The FCA approached this debate by publishing Discussion Paper No. 16/1, *Ageing population and financial services*, which had a number of interested parties submit “think pieces” intended to incite discussion about how financial services work for older individuals. The pieces covered a number of key areas, including the financial capability of older individuals, access to financial services and the role that firms can play in addressing clients’ needs as they age.

The FCA elaborated on this work with its September 2017 publication of Occasional Paper No. 31, *Ageing Population and Financial Services*, which looked at the public policy implications of an aging population, the impact on financial services and suggested actions for both the regulator and the financial services industry to better support older people. In it, the FCA noted that older consumers are not necessarily vulnerable, but are “more likely than other groups to experience transient or permanent vulnerability” due to issues related to health, resilience, capability and/or life events, creating risks related to the needs of older consumers being unmet, resulting in exclusion, poor outcomes and potential financial harm.

As noted in the paper, the issues precipitating these risks appear to have a range of interrelated root causes, including policies and controls that “are not designed around consumer needs and unintended consequences of retail product and service design.” The FCA recognized that solutions “do not lie within the remit of any one party,” including the FCA and the firms it oversees, though it identified certain areas where it believed that regulators and financial services firms can play a role in addressing key risks and priorities. The FCA organized its ideas into three broad categories: product and service design, consumer support and adaptive strategies.

**Product and service design:** Products and services often appear to be designed for an “average” consumer who may not exist in practice, or are designed to meet corporate needs rather than consumer ones. Very few products and services are designed to anticipate the needs of older consumers. As such, firms could:

° understand and anticipate the current (and future) needs and circumstances of older customers in their target markets;

° take older customers’ needs into account when developing distribution channels, and customer support for older consumers, or other vulnerable groups; and
° involve older and vulnerable consumers in testing and product design at proof of concept stages.132

**Customer support:** While not all customer support processes need to be built around the needs of older consumers, firms should take steps to consider how the changing needs of such people can be met, including:

° helping older customers find the most appropriate products and services for their needs (including developing products intended to fill any gaps in the market);

° helping customers to recognize when they are having difficulties and encouraging them to ask for more help; and

° providing appropriate support as consumer needs and life circumstances change.133

**Adaptive strategies:** Meeting the needs of older consumers requires “continual strategic evolution, not one-off, short-term solutions or ‘box-ticking’ approaches.”134 This means that firms may wish to consider adapting or retaining access channels for groups who depend on them and continuously review strategies, business models, supporting policies and controls to ensure they remain appropriate for changing consumer behaviours and needs.135

### B. United States

*North American Securities Administrators Association*

**Model act**

In 2014, the North American Securities Administrators Association (NASAA), an association of securities regulators in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico, formed a Committee on Senior Issues and Diminished Capacity to address the financial exploitation of older consumers, “the fastest-growing category of elder abuse in many [U.S.] states.”136 NASAA noted that U.S. state securities regulators were often well-positioned to “intercede on behalf of vulnerable seniors,” but successful intervention requires policies and related tools that allow regulators to “break down barriers to the sharing of information about financial exploitation and inspire action by financial services professionals who are positioned to identify red flags.”137 To that end, the NASAA Committee on Senior Issues and Diminished Capacity drafted a model act to guide U.S. states toward adopting legislation or regulation that is designed to protect vulnerable adults from financial exploitation.

The model act was designed to provide financial service providers and state regulators with new tools to help detect and prevent financial exploitation of “vulnerable adults,” defined as individuals aged 65 or older as well as those who qualify for protection under a state adult protective services statute.138 It applies to U.S. broker-dealers and investment advisers, including certain “qualified individuals” (agents and representatives of broker-dealers and advisers, as well as those serving “in a supervisory, compliance or legal capacity for a broker-dealer or investment adviser”).

The model act brings together five core features that are intended to “clarify and more closely align the interests and responsibilities of registered firms and their representatives, regulators, and law enforcement” as a means to facilitate the reporting and prevention of financial exploitation of older consumers.139 Those core features are government disclosures, third-party disclosures, delaying disbursements, immunity for disclosures and disbursements, and access to records:

- **Government disclosures:** Qualified individuals must report to their respective state securities regulators and state adult protective services agencies when they have a “reasonable belief” that financial exploitation of a vulnerable adult has been attempted or has occurred. The “reasonable belief” standard is intended to have both subjective and objective elements (“a qualified individual must have a subjective belief in the existence of the financial exploitation, and this belief must be objectively reasonable”).140

- **Third-party disclosures:** Qualified individuals can notify a third party, designated by a client, regarding any suspected financial exploitation of...
that client. Importantly, the model act directs that disclosure may not be made to the third party if the qualified individual suspects the third party of the financial exploitation.\textsuperscript{141}

- **Delaying disbursements:** Qualified individuals can delay disbursing funds from a vulnerable adult’s account for up to 15 business days if they suspect financial exploitation. The delay can be extended for an additional ten days at the request of either the state securities regulator or an adult protective services agency.\textsuperscript{142}

- **Immunity for disclosures and disbursements:** Qualified individuals are given immunity from administrative or civil liability if they take actions permitted under the model act, including making disclosures to a government agency or designated third party, or delaying a disbursement of funds.\textsuperscript{143}

- **Access to records:** Qualified individuals are required to ensure that law enforcement and state adult protective services agencies have access to the appropriate records needed to investigate cases of suspected or attempted financial exploitation. Under the model act, such records are not subject to state public records laws to allow such agencies to conduct investigations while maintaining the confidentiality of personal financial information.\textsuperscript{144}

NASAA has noted that the provisions of the model act could be adopted by statute as part of existing securities laws or, potentially, through regulation. By the end of 2017, the Model Act had been adopted in whole or in part by 13 U.S. states.\textsuperscript{145}

ServeOurSeniors

Concurrent with the development of the model act, NASAA also launched “ServeOurSeniors,” a new initiative that included the development of a website to distribute relevant resources, a training program for regulators on issues related to diminished capacity, and an outreach program to help front-line financial workers detect the red flags of financial exploitation and where to report suspicions of fraud. ServeOurSeniors.org emerged as the first component of the new initiative in late 2015, serving as a hub for NASAA to provide “senior-focused” resources to investors, caregivers, industry, and policy makers. Available resources include: investor education tools, brochures, checklists and “conversation starters;” caregiver resources; and resources to help train industry participants in identifying and reporting suspected financial exploitation.\textsuperscript{146} The website includes an interactive map to help users locate contact information for their jurisdiction’s securities regulator, adult protective services agency and other governmental bodies.

The following year, NASAA published a guide to help U.S. broker-dealers and investment advisers develop practices and procedures to detect and address instances of client diminished capacity and suspected cases of financial exploitation.\textsuperscript{147} The guide was structured around five key concepts:

- **Identifying “vulnerable individuals”:** Firms should train their frontline personnel (including call centre staff, branch office staff, and staff providing financial advice) to recognize signs of potential diminished capacity and financial exploitation,\textsuperscript{148} as well as how to communicate with clients experiencing reduced cognition,\textsuperscript{149} how to ask appropriate questions, when there are red flags in a manner that maintains the client’s dignity and independence,\textsuperscript{150} and how to escalate and report issues as appropriate.\textsuperscript{151}

- **Reporting to government:** Firms should have a clear handle on the reporting obligations in their jurisdictions, including whether it is the individual’s obligation or the firm’s obligation to report financial exploitation, and they should have policies in place to protect clients by reporting suspected financial exploitation even when not legally obligated to do so.\textsuperscript{152} Policies should outline what required information is necessary for a report, and there should be detailed internal procedures for reporting, including escalation protocols or processes built into existing written supervisory procedures.\textsuperscript{153}

- **Reporting to third parties:** Firms should also develop procedures to encourage clients to use customized advance directives or designate
trusted contacts, ensuring that these procedures comply with privacy laws and that designations direct what information can be shared, what authority is conferred and under what conditions (which may include the authority to provide notification of suspected diminished capacity). 154

- **Delaying disbursements:** Firms should establish procedures to guide the decision-making around a potential delay of disbursements from a client account, including an internal review process related to any disbursement delays. 155

- **Regulatory cooperation:** Firms should develop strong working relationships with local adult protective services agencies and ensure that client records required by adult protective services and law enforcement agencies are provided upon request. 156

In 2016, NASAA conducted a series of reviews to discover how registered firms across the U.S. were addressing issues related to older investors. Across 62 reviews of at least 39 unique firms, it was found that “virtually all [reviewed firms] had both internal processes to identify and internally report suspected diminished capacity or senior financial abuse, and trained their staff on these policies.” 157 However, NASAA also noted that more than half of the firms reviewed lacked policies to define older customers; only 30 per cent had created policies and procedures to specifically address the needs of older clients; approximately 20 per cent had no supervisory procedures regarding any of the key issues related to older individuals that were examined; 19 per cent did not have a decision-maker responsible for reporting concerns to adult protective services agencies or authorities outside the firm; and fewer than half had developed a form for clients to designate an emergency or trusted contact person. 158

**SEC and FINRA**

In 2013, staff from the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) conducted 44 examinations of broker-dealers that focused on how firms conduct business with older consumers who are preparing for and entering into retirement. 159

These reviews focused on the types of securities purchased by older clients, the suitability of recommended investments, training of firm representatives, marketing, communications, use of designations such as “senior specialist,” account documentation, disclosures, customer complaints, and supervision.

Following the reviews, the SEC and FINRA issued a joint report in April 2015 that discussed the key observations and practices identified as a way for firms to “facilitate a thoughtful analysis with regard to their existing policies and procedures related to senior investors and senior-related topics and whether these policies and procedures need to be further developed or refined.” 160 Of note, the SEC and FINRA observed that:

- The different types of securities being purchased by older clients provided insight into how these investors attempted to meet their financial goals and evolving needs; the securities purchased by older consumers that generated the most revenues for firms were mutual funds, deferred variable annuities, equities, fixed income investments, and unit investment trusts/exchange-traded funds. 161

- More than 77 per cent of the examined firms provided training for their representatives on issues specific to older consumers, typically on an annual basis and addressing topics such as risk disclosure of products, emphasizing how investment needs change as clients age, and escalation steps in the event that a firm’s representative notices signs of diminished capacity or financial exploitation. 162

- Nearly 64 per cent of the examined firms allowed their representatives to use senior designations in their sales efforts to imply expertise or credentials in issues related to older clients. Collectively, the firms reviewed used 25 different senior designations, including qualifications from an approved curriculum, continuing education requirement, and recognition by an organization that is accredited by another institution.” 163 The SEC and FINRA noted that senior designations have varying requirements, some which are more
rigorous than others, and as a result some of these designs may be misleading to the investing public.\textsuperscript{164}

- The examined firms’ marketing and communications efforts for older consumers largely centred on themes around retirement planning, though some materials included messages related to long-term care insurance, wealth preservation, and wealth transfer. Firms promoted these themes through various channels such as brochures, print and electronic advertisements, newspaper columns, radio and television commercials, and seminars, with retirement seminars being a popular forum for soliciting potential clients.\textsuperscript{165}

- When opening new client accounts, at least 30 per cent of the examined firms obtained client information beyond what is required by FINRA’s rules, including “detailed expense information (including short- and medium-term expenses), retirement status, whether there was a durable power of attorney, mortgage-related information, insurance policy information, health care needs, sources of income (whether those sources are fixed or will be in the future), savings for retirement, and future prospects for employment.”\textsuperscript{166} However, 32 per cent of examined firms were relying on “aged account records” for their recommendations, with some account information being more than 36 months old.\textsuperscript{167}

- Some firms may be recommending non-traditional investments to supplement the income streams of older consumers. The SEC and FINRA found that examined firms made more potentially unsuitable recommendations for non-traditional securities such as variable annuities, structured products, and real estate investment trusts (REITs) than for more traditional securities such as open-end mutual funds, equities, or fixed-income investments.\textsuperscript{168}

- Most of the firms examined maintained written procedures related to supervision of firm representatives who deal with older clients, with most using the age of 70 when implementing age-based policies and procedures (though some had procedures in place for clients as young as 60). While general requirements, suitability requirements, product guidelines, and other supervisory procedures varied by firm and by customer age, the SEC and FINRA noted a trend in firms paying increased attention to the accounts of older clients and, in particular, attention to transactions in non-traditional securities through specific supervisory procedures for investments such as variable annuities, non-traded REITs, structured products, and other alternative products. These supervisory structures typically are supported by automated systems, which help firms identify and address issues related to senior investors.\textsuperscript{169}

Alongside the release of the report, FINRA also launched its “Securities Helpline for Seniors,” a toll-free number that older consumers could call to get assistance from FINRA or raise concerns about issues with their accounts or investments. In its first full year of operation, it received more than 4,200 calls from seniors and their families seeking help, and FINRA then facilitated the return of more than U.S. $1.3 million in voluntary reimbursements from firms to customers. As well, through the helpline, FINRA obtained information related to potentially criminal behaviour and, in the helpline’s first year, referred more than 200 matters to state, federal, and foreign regulators and made more than 70 referrals to adult protective services in 15 states.\textsuperscript{170}

FINRA’s experience with its helpline highlighted issues relating to financial exploitation of older consumers, and in particular firms’ abilities to effectively respond to suspected financial exploitation of older clients (and “other vulnerable adults”) in a way that was consistent with FINRA’s own rules.\textsuperscript{171} At that time, FINRA’s rules did not explicitly permit firms to contact a non-account holder or to place a temporary hold on disbursements of funds or securities where there is a reasonable belief of financial exploitation of an older person or other vulnerable adult. To address these issues, in October 2015 FINRA proposed a set of rules to provide firms with a way to respond to situations in which they have a reasonable basis to believe that financial exploitation had occurred,
is occurring, had been attempted or will be attempted. The two components of the proposal included the ability for firms to place temporary holds on disbursements of funds or securities from the client’s account and to make reasonable efforts to obtain the name of a “trusted contact person” that could serve as a resource for the firm in administering the client’s account and in responding to possible financial exploitation.

Following a comment period, FINRA published Regulatory Notice 17-11, *Financial Exploitation of Seniors* in March 2017, confirming the SEC’s approval of amendments to FINRA’s rules that permit firms to contact a client’s designated trusted contact person and, when appropriate, place a temporary hold on the disbursement of funds or securities from a client’s account. These new rules became effective in February 2018.

**Trusted contact person**

Amendments to FINRA’s Rule 4512 require members to “make reasonable efforts to obtain the name of and contact information for a trusted contact person upon the opening of a non-institutional customer’s account” or when updating account information for an existing non-institutional account. The amendments do not prohibit firms from opening and maintaining an account if a customer fails or refuses to identify a trusted contact person, so long as the member “makes reasonable efforts” to obtain one, which FINRA notes would include asking a client to provide the name and contact information for a trusted contact person.

As FINRA contemplated in its notice, a trusted contact person is intended to be “a resource for the member in administering the customer’s account, protecting assets, and responding to possible financial exploitation.” FINRA noted that both clients and firms may both benefit from the trusted contact information, noting, for example, that a firm could inquire about a client’s current contact information if the firm has been unable to contact them after multiple attempts. A firm could also reach out to a trusted contact person if it suspects that a client “may be suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, or other forms of diminished capacity,” or to address possible financial exploitation of a client before placing a temporary hold on a disbursement.

**Temporary holds on disbursements of funds or securities**

FINRA also introduced Rule 2165 to permit a firm that “reasonably believes” that financial exploitation has occurred, is occurring, has been attempted, or will be attempted to place a temporary hold on the disbursement of funds or securities from the account of a “specified adult” customer. Rule 2165 defines a “specified adult” as “a natural person age 65 and older or a natural person age 18 and older who the [firm] reasonably believes has a mental or physical impairment that renders the individual unable to protect his or her own interests.” In supplementary material for the rule, FINRA provided that a firm’s “reasonable belief” that a person has a mental or physical impairment that renders him or her unable to protect his or her own interests may be based on the facts and circumstances observed in the firm’s business relationship with the person.

By FINRA’s own account, Rule 2165 has a “broad definition” of financial exploitation, which includes:

- the wrongful or unauthorized taking, withholding, appropriation, or use of a specified adult’s funds or securities; and
- any act or omission taken by a person, including through the use of a power of attorney, guardianship, or any other authority, regarding a specified adult, to:
  - obtain control, through deception, intimidation, or undue influence, over the specified adult’s money, assets, or property; or
  - convert the specified adult’s money, assets, or property.

If a firm places a temporary hold on a disbursement, then the firm is required to immediately initiate an internal review of the facts and circumstances that led it to take such action. Firms are also required to provide notification of the hold and the reason for the hold to the client’s trusted contact person and all parties authorized to transact business on...
the account, including the client, no later than two business days after the date that the hold was initiated. However, a firm is not required to provide notification to any person (including a trusted contact person) whom the firm reasonably believes has or will perpetuate the financial exploitation of the specified adult. Firms are also required to make records evidencing these notifications.184

Under the rule, temporary holds on disbursements expire no later than 15 business days after the date that the firm first placed the hold, “unless otherwise terminated or extended by an order of a state regulator or agency or court of competent jurisdiction.” Additionally, provided that the firm’s internal review of the facts and circumstances supports the reasonable belief that led to the temporary hold being put in place, the rule permits the firm to extend the hold for an additional ten business days (unless the hold is otherwise terminated or extended by the same parties previously listed).186

The rule requires that firms that anticipate using a temporary hold also establish and maintain written supervisory procedures reasonably designed to achieve compliance with the rule, including “procedures on the identification, escalation and reporting of matters related to financial exploitation of specified adults.” These procedures are required to identify the title of each person authorized to place, terminate, or extend a temporary hold on behalf of the firm and serve in a supervisory, compliance, or legal capacity for the firm. The rule also requires a firm that anticipates placing a temporary hold under the rule to develop and document training policies or programs designed to ensure that firm representatives and other people involved are able to comply with the requirements of the rule.188

As FINRA notes, the rule does not create any obligation for firms to place a temporary hold on the disbursement of funds or securities. To that end, FINRA’s rule is permissive rather than mandatory, allowing firms to exercise their own discretion in their policies and procedures related to older consumers.189

Both the amendments to Rule 4512 and the new Rule 2165 are consistent with a number of provisions in NASAA’s model act, but as NASAA noted in its 2018 commentary on the model act, rules adopted by FINRA (or any other self-regulatory organization) have fundamental differences from state legislation. As per NASAA:

“The protections afforded by the FINRA rules are substantively different from those afforded by the Model Act and related legislation. For example, FINRA does not require mandatory reporting of suspected financial exploitation to state regulators or state [adult protective services] agencies, and does not incentivize reporting by offering immunity for disclosing information to government and third-parties. Further, while FINRA requires retention of records, it does not require the sharing of records with state [adult protective services] and law enforcement agencies, which can prove an essential tool for agencies tasked with preventing exploitation.”

C. Australia

Australian Securities and Investments Commission

In April 2010, the Australian federal government introduced The Future of Financial Advice, a package of reforms to laws governing the financial planning sector in the country, intended to “improve the quality of advice, strengthen investor protection and underpin trust and confidence in the financial planning industry” and, ultimately, encourage more Australians to seek financial advice. Among these reforms was the proposal of a statutory fiduciary duty for financial advisors, which would require them to explicitly place their clients’ interests before their own.

This duty was to include a “reasonable steps” qualification for advisors and their representatives to discharge the duty, the details of which were developed after extensive consultation with the country’s financial services industry. During that consultation period, the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) conducted “shadow shopping research” into financial advice about retirement, using real-world examples to examine the quality of advice being provided to Australians to help them plan and prepare for retirement at or around the time they are retiring,
aiming to better understand what constitutes good- and poor-quality advice. The report on this study highlighted that 39 per cent of advice examples were poor and did not meet the appropriate advice requirements set out in Australia’s Corporations Act, 58 per cent were adequate and only 3 per cent were good, with evidence that conflicts of interest, such as those created by links to product issuers, had a detrimental effect on the quality of advice being delivered.

Following the consultation period, in 2012 the Australian government amended the Corporations Act to outline the “reasonable steps” that advisors must take to demonstrate that they have acted in the interests of their clients, which together formed a “safe harbour” for advisors’ compliance with their duty to put clients’ interests ahead of their own. To satisfy these steps, advisors must:

• identify the objectives, financial situation, and needs of the client that were disclosed by the client through instructions;

• identify the subject matter of the advice sought by the client (whether explicitly or implicitly) and the objectives, financial situation, and needs of the client that would reasonably be considered relevant to the advice sought on that subject matter;

• if it is reasonably apparent that information relating to the client’s relevant circumstances is incomplete or inaccurate, make reasonable inquiries to obtain complete and accurate information;

• assess whether the advice provider has the expertise required to provide the client with advice on the subject matter sought and, if not, decline to provide the advice;

• if it would be reasonable to consider recommending a financial product:

• conduct a reasonable investigation into the financial products that might achieve the objectives and meet the needs of the client that would reasonably be considered relevant to advice on that subject matter; and

• assess the information gathered in the investigation;

• base all judgments in advising the client on the client’s relevant circumstances; and

• take any other step that, at the time the advice is provided, would reasonably be regarded as being in the best interests of the client, given the client’s relevant circumstances.

ASIC has issued guidance on the ways in which advisors can comply with each step of the safe harbour, and in doing so has outlined a number of practices that advisors can adopt to accurately respond to the evolving needs of a client. For example, ASIC notes that clients will not always know or fully understand what their objectives, financial situation or needs are, may provide instructions that are unclear or seem inconsistent with their circumstances, or ask for advice in response to a life event (such as divorce, loss of income, or receiving an inheritance) rather than on a specific product. In these situations, advisors may need to ask additional exploratory questions and exercise professional judgement in determining what the client’s objectives, financial situation, and needs.

Australian Law Reform Commission

In June 2017, the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) tabled a collection of recommendations to reform laws and legal frameworks to better protect older individuals from misuse or abuse and safeguard their autonomy. The recommendations, summarized in ALRC’s Elder Abuse – A National Legal Response report, provide a range of strategies that several of Australia’s government agencies and regulators may consider in their efforts to address the financial exploitation of older Australians, including legal reforms, policy changes, and educational initiatives.

While the report made no recommendations toward securities regulation specifically, it addressed the banking sector in its observation that “banks are often in a good position to detect financial elder abuse and protect their at-risk customers.” The
ALRC recognized industry guidance on how banks might respond to the financial exploitation of older clients, but noted that the guidance was “voluntary and unenforceable.” To that end, the ALRC recommended that Australia’s Code of Banking Practice be amended to require banks to “take reasonable steps to prevent the financial abuse of vulnerable customers,” such as training staff to detect and appropriately respond to abuse, using software and other means to identify suspicious transactions, and reporting abuse to the relevant authorities when appropriate.

D. International Organization of Securities Commissions

In March 2018, the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) issued its Report on Senior Investor Vulnerability, which aimed to identify the current and emerging risks that older investors face, highlight current sound practices to manage these risks, and describe the key initiatives undertaken by IOSCO members to meet the challenges of an aging population. The report, to which the OSC’s Investor Office contributed, was based largely on a quantitative and qualitative survey of the members of IOSCO’s Committee on Retail Investors, as well as a second survey of members of IOSCO’s Committee on Regulation of Market Intermediaries and the Affiliate Members Consultative Committee.

Nearly all of the IOSCO members surveyed believed that older individuals are at greater risk than other investors of losing money to fraud or of being taken advantage of by others and identified the most significant risks to older investors as unsuitable investments, financial fraud committed by a non-family member, and diminished cognitive capacity that affects financial decision making. The report also highlighted risks related to complex products, deficient financial literacy, and social isolation.

While 74 per cent of respondents to the survey said they have programs to protect older individuals, this figure rests on the widely held belief that older investors are adequately served by existing investor protection programs and therefore do not require specific protection measures. Thirty-nine per cent of survey respondents reported that they had no specific strategy or focus aimed at protecting older investors other than those covering all investors.

Using practical examples provided by various responding jurisdictions, IOSCO set out a series of “sound practices” for both regulators, registered firms, and firm representatives to implement with the aim to achieve better outcomes for older investors. For regulators, these were to:

- deliver educational programs and resources targeting older investors;
- foster the development of expertise on older investors’ issues within existing regulatory, educational, and advisory programs;
- conduct research projects to better understand the risks and issues facing older investors and the incidence and mechanics of investment fraud in their jurisdictions; and
- develop guidelines and training programs for individuals reviewing transactions conducted with older investors.

The practices outlined for financial services providers were to offer support to older investors experiencing a life event during the product life cycle and provide training and support for employees.

E. Other foreign jurisdictions

Hong Kong

In April 2016, the Investor Education Centre (IEC), a subsidiary of Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Commission, introduced The Chin Family, an education platform providing information, resources and programs that address common financial concerns and priorities for people at various stages of life, with each life stage represented by a family member of an animated group of characters. According to the IEC, “Each character of The Chin Family has his or her own unique personality and plays a different role to communicate financial topics tailored to specific groups within the community.”

The Chin Family provides, among other things, information and resources around retirement.
planning and maintaining quality of life while living in retirement through characters that are planning ahead for retirement (“Mr. Chin”), budgeting for daily expenses and avoiding financial frauds while living in retirement (“Grandpa Chin”), and demonstrating awareness of issues around health and health care costs associated with age (“Grandma Chin”). The IEC’s delivery of these resources through the family avatars reflects a number of behaviourally-informed approaches to public education. On top of the social element of The Chin Family, which reflects the cultural importance of family and familial obligations in Hong Kong, the use of animated characters to deliver financial information creates an experience that is “fun, lively and practical in its real-life implications.”

The IEC’s use of The Chin Family also demonstrates ways in which financial educational material can leverage elements of accessibility and design to promote engagement with consumers. Prior to introducing The Chin Family, the IEC had branded its education resources under its own name or that of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. The IEC found that this “sounded very regulatory” to consumers, creating limitations on the appeal and effectiveness of resources for their intended audiences.

New Zealand

In 2009, the New Zealand Bankers’ Association developed a set of voluntary guidelines to improve access to banking services for older and disabled clients. The guidelines establish that banks should provide training for all staff interacting with customers to include training to recognize signs of potential financial exploitation and have in place internal procedures to manage such situations while remaining sensitive to customers’ situations and wishes.

The guidelines also make recommendations for improving communication with older clients, including giving better access to information and services through measures such as producing publications in larger print with clear fonts and colours, delivering information about banking services in plain language, and avoiding placing too much information on a page.

F. Canada

New Brunswick’s Financial and Consumer Services Commission

In 2017, the New Brunswick government’s Council on Aging presented We are all in this together: An Aging Strategy for New Brunswick, a strategy that identifies several actions to enable older individuals in the province to have the support, financial means, and protections to live independently, gives recommendations to make the province more age-friendly and takes steps to establish New Brunswick as a leader in aging research and social innovation. Following this, New Brunswick’s Financial and Consumer Services Commission (FCNB) launched consultations to identify the ways in which it could address the issue of financial exploitation of older individuals and “other vulnerable people” within the industries it regulates (including securities, insurance, pensions, credit unions, trust and loan companies, and co-operatives) and support the Council on Aging’s strategy. The consultation paper, Improving Detection, Prevention and Response to Senior Financial Abuse in New Brunswick, sought public input on four key themes, which were to:

- identify opportunities for legislative change that would provide increased safeguards against financial abuse of seniors;
- address the challenges in reporting and investigating financial abuse of seniors;
- improve best practices for industry participants, in particular those FCNB regulates, to guide them when they spot signs their clients are being financially abused; and
- build a more collaborative approach between government departments and agencies to address the issues surrounding financial abuse of older individuals.

The paper contextualizes the issue of financial exploitation and the reasons older individuals considered at risk, noting that older investors are often the target of investment frauds and scams due to the likelihood that they have built up assets (such as retirement savings and real property) over a period of many years. They can also become...
concerned with outliving their savings or leaving outstanding debt for family members, which can precipitate an increased willingness to “listen [to] and consider these ‘too good to be true’ scams.”

Despite the FCNB’s familiarity with these risks, it also recognized the challenges it had encountered in identifying and investigating cases of financial exploitation and fraud given that the perpetrators of such exploitation are often trusted family members and friends of the victim. As such, the consultation paper posited that older individuals may resist help out of a fear of retaliation, loss of support, loss of independence, embarrassment, or a perceived lack of other options for care and assistance.

Québec’s Autorité des marchés financiers

In June 2017, the Québec government launched a five-year action plan to address the mistreatment of older individuals, which aimed to promote awareness and understanding of the issue and coordinate organizational efforts to address it. The action plan contains 52 measures to fight mistreatment, with a focus on preventing abuse, promoting respect and care for older adults, fostering early detection and appropriate interventions, facilitating reporting of abuse (particularly in cases of financial exploitation), and increasing knowledge exchange. As part of this plan, Québec’s Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) hosted community and industry focus groups to discuss issues related to clients that may be vulnerable to mistreatment; the discussions from these focus groups will inform guidelines that the AMF will publish for registered firms and their representatives on good practices when engaging with potentially vulnerable clients.

It is also worth noting that in early 2017, the Québec government adopted An Act to combat maltreatment of seniors and other persons of full age in vulnerable situations as a means of combating abuse. Under the act, the province’s health and social service institutions are required to adopt and implement policies to report and intervene in cases where an older individual or “person in a vulnerable situation” is experiencing “maltreatment,” which the act defines as “a single or repeated act, or a lack of appropriate action, that occurs in a relationship where there is an expectation of trust, and that intentionally or unintentionally causes harm or distress to a person.” In February 2018, the AMF entered into a provincial framework agreement with a number of other ministries and governmental organizations regarding the maltreatment of seniors. As provided by the act, the framework agreement establishes a process to intervene and act appropriately in cases of maltreatment.

Financial Consumer Agency of Canada

As part of a proposal to strengthen and modernize Canada’s financial consumer protection framework for banks to respond to the diverse needs of Canadians, in April 2014 the Government of Canada appointed the first Financial Literacy Leader at the Financial Consumer Agency of Canada (FCAC), whose role was to provide guidance and expertise to implement a national financial literacy strategy through mobilizing and collaborating with stakeholders across the country. Later that year, and with the guidance of members of National Steering Committee on Financial Literacy that were appointed by the Financial Literacy Leader, the FCAC published a strategy to enhance the financial literacy of older Canadians, which represented an early milestone in the process toward developing a national financial literacy strategy.

Strengthening Seniors’ Financial Literacy was developed following a public consultation of public, private and non-profit organizations in Canada, which raised several key points that informed the goals, objectives and activities of FCAC’s strategy.

• Older Canadians are diverse: The needs for financial education and support vary widely among older Canadians and depend on factors such as age, income level, education, health, and personal and family circumstances. A “one size fits all” approach will not work; rather, initiatives should be tailored to the specific needs of subgroups that make up the demographic that is older Canadians.

• Research is important: Developing effective programs, communications, core messaging, and marketing strategies that will lead to improved
financial outcomes for older Canadians requires more research to better understand the audiences involved. In particular, research on factors that impact people’s behaviour is key to developing initiatives and programs that will be more effective in supporting all Canadians, including older ones, to take actions and decisions that will help them achieve their financial goals.

• **Emphasize early planning and decision-making:** The financial well-being of Canadians in their later years depends largely on decisions and savings behaviour undertaken much earlier in life.

• **Documents, processes, and financial education materials should be simplified:** Some Canadians find many of the current sources of financial information and education difficult to understand, in part due to the increasing complexity of financial issues. There is a need for greater emphasis on clear, user-friendly forms and documents such as contracts and disclosure materials, which should be reviewed to ensure they are easily understood and meet the needs of older individuals.

• **Financial advice should be tailored and objective:** Access to objective financial planning and advice tailored to individual circumstances has become increasingly important as financial decisions have become more complex and the choice of available financial products has grown considerably.

• **Collaboration and sharing should be encouraged:** Good resources already exist but there is a need for them to be coordinated and shared among agencies in order to maximize their use. By sharing resources, more attention can be directed to gaps and high-priority initiatives.

• **Financial literacy is not a complete solution:** Knowledge and skills alone are not sufficient to achieve the desired outcomes; consumer protection also has an important role to play.

The consultation process also found broad consensus on the objectives that FCAC proposed to bolster financial literacy among older Canadians moving forward. Those objectives were grouped into four main goals:

• **Engage more Canadians in preparing financially for their future years:** The strategy aims to help Canadians develop a greater interest in and understanding of long-term saving. Objectives under this goal include governments and stakeholders promoting financial goal setting, saving for the future, and debt management through public awareness campaigns, and organizations engaged in financial literacy helping employers promote financial education and planning for retirement to support their employees’ financial security.

• **Help older Canadians plan and manage their financial affairs:** The strategy plans to encourage government and other organizations to promote research to increase the understanding of the diverse needs of older Canadians, use clear and user-friendly information and forms to explain financial topics, implement solutions to address the needs of older Canadians experiencing some loss of mental capacity and their caregivers, and strengthen digital literacy to support financial decision-making and access to online financial services.

• **Improve understanding of and access to public benefits for older individuals:** The strategy suggests focus on supporting older Canadians in making appropriate financial decisions through communication and educational materials, including integrating financial education into government benefit programs and raising awareness of benefit programs to older Canadians and their support networks.

• **Increase tools to combat financial abuse of seniors:** The strategy here is to enhance understanding and access to tools to help older Canadians identify, report, and protect themselves against financial exploitation, through collaboration among governments and stakeholders.

FCAC also set out criteria to evaluate each of its strategy’s goals using indicators of progress over the short, medium and long term. The Canadian Financial Capability Survey, a survey fielded by Statistics Canada every five years to “shed light on
Canadians’ knowledge, abilities, and behaviours concerning financial affairs,” was identified as a key measurement tool for long-term impact, with other data sources (such as the results of other surveys, usage of financial literacy resources and qualitative evaluations from partner organizations) being used to evaluate goals and successes in the intervening years.

In subsequent material related to its national strategy for financial literacy, FCAC noted that “there is no easy or quick fix for improving financial literacy,” given that it is a significant and complex issue. Removing barriers, changing habits, and fostering a culture of financial well-being could require a collaborative effort over many years. There are a number of obstacles to success, including the fact that Canadians are “dealing with increasingly complex lives and may find it challenging to access the right supports to help them improve their finances.” The FCAC noted that individuals require the right incentives and tools to take charge of their financial situations, but those situations are diverse and varied across different people; what works for some Canadians may not work for others.

**Self-regulatory organizations**

Both IIROC and the Mutual Fund Dealers Association of Canada (MFDA) have taken steps to raise awareness and provide guidance on matters related to aging and the prevention of financial exploitation. In 2016, IIROC issued its *Guidance on compliance and supervisory issues when dealing with senior clients* notice, providing guidance to its members on how best to deal with the specific challenges that can arise when dealing with clients who are retired or about to retire. This noticed outlined several key areas that dealers should consider when dealing with older clients, in particular:

- powers of attorney-related issues;
- effective communication;
- policies and procedures;
- product due diligence;
- “know-your-client,” suitability and supervisory obligations and practices;
- use of titles;
- complaint handling process; and
- training on issues common to older clients, such as potential diminished capacity.

IIROC set out regulatory guidance on many of these and other related issues and established strategies for firms and their representatives to respond to potential financial exploitation and diminished-capacity situations among their clients, affirming that dealers should implement, maintain, and carry out policies and procedures that are designed to detect and address such situations. In particular, IIROC recommended that these policies and procedures:

- encourage clients to provide the name and contact information of an emergency or “trusted contact person” to assist the dealer when issues arise; and
- enable the dealer to place a temporary hold on the client’s account in instances where financial exploitation or diminished capacity is suspected.

IIROC also recommended that dealers establish internal processes to escalate difficult issues involving older clients, such as requiring representatives to contact the appropriate supervisor, compliance officer, or legal counsel to obtain guidance on how to resolve difficult questions involving financial exploitation, powers of attorney, and diminished-capacity issues.

The MFDA has taken several steps to incorporate issues related to older investors into its operations. It has held two Seniors Summits, one in 2013 and one in 2015, which have brought together various specialists and subject matter experts to share practical advice with MFDA members on dealing with the issues and challenges faced by firms and their representatives in servicing older clients. Topics of discussion included an overview of FINRA’s activities related to older investors, medico-legal issues in servicing older clients, and effective compliance programs.
The MFDA published amendments to strengthen and clarify its existing rule against its members having any form of control or authority over the financial affairs of a client, such as a power of attorney from a client, or an appointment to act as a trustee or executor of a client or client’s estate. It has also emphasized enforcement cases involving older individuals and vulnerable persons, placing a priority on such cases during the case-screening process. In the MFDA’s most recent fiscal year, 30 per cent of proceedings commenced involved older or vulnerable persons.

As part of its focus on the protection of older investors, in 2015 the MFDA also conducted a targeted examination sweep of deferred sales charge funds (DSCs) trading practices among its members, specifically examining the suitability of sales charges as they relate to clients’ ages and investing time horizons. Following the sweep, the MFDA issued guidance to its members that included a series of good practices and recommendations regarding DSC trades, noting that members should have “adequate procedures to supervise and assess the suitability of DSC trades considering both client time horizon and age and procedures to disclose sales charges both at the time of purchase and redemption.” Among the recommendations were:

- policies and procedures to assess the reasonableness of a client’s time horizon in comparison to the client’s age at account opening or when updating “know your client” information;
- policies and procedures to specifically consider client age when assessing the suitability of DSC purchases;
- time horizon categories on “know your client” forms that allow for an accurate assessment of the suitability of DSC transactions;
- policies and procedures to consider the suitability of DSC purchases in registered retirement income fund accounts; and
- written policies and procedures to disclose fee and transaction charges to clients.

The MFDA also maintains a “For Seniors” section in its investor education material available online, connecting readers to resources created for older individuals as well as links to investor education resources from the MFDA, its regulatory partners, and other organizations.

**Securities industry associations**

In 2014, IIAC published *Canada’s Investment Industry: Protecting Senior Investors – Compliance, Supervisory and other Practices When Serving Seniors*, a report that described a number of challenges that firms and their representatives face in serving their older clients, including the difficulty some professionals can have in adequately identifying which clients can be considered senior clients (given the diversity of circumstances among older clients varies widely, ranging from the highly sophisticated and financially independent to clients with limited investment knowledge and minimal financial resources), responding effectively to physical and cognitive impairments, providing appropriate recommendations or advice, and the engagement of family members in a client’s financial affairs.

IIAC identified a series of practices and processes already put in place by various firms to address these and other challenges, noting that many of them did not direct their initiatives at older investors specifically, but focused on retirement and retirees as a common theme. Some firms indicated they considered a full range of issues, such as: how to communicate effectively with older investors; how to train and educate firm employees on issues specific to older individuals; how to establish an internal process for escalating issues and taking next steps when issues or questions are identified; how to encourage investors of all ages to prepare for the future; how to advertise and market to older investors; obtaining information at account opening; how to ensure the suitability of investments; and how to conduct supervision, surveillance and compliance reviews focused on issues related to older investors.
During that year, the Investment Funds Institute of Canada (IFIC) created a multi-stakeholder task force to identify and help market participants address issues relating to vulnerable investors, especially those experiencing cognitive decline. IFIC’s task force has researched and compiled existing best practices for firms and their representatives when working with older clients, and has developed resources to help dealers better identify and manage cognitive impairment in clients. These resources include checklists aimed at helping firm representatives prepare for issues that may arise in their work with aging investors – one on cognitive decline and the other on financial exploitation.

Ontario’s Expert Committee to Consider Financial Advisory and Financial Planning Policy Alternatives

In April 2015, Ontario’s Minister of Finance appointed an independent expert committee to provide advice and recommendations to the Ontario government regarding whether and to what extent financial planning and the giving of financial advice should be regulated in Ontario and the appropriate scope of such regulation. In its initial consultation document, the expert committee recognized that “no general legal framework exist[ed] [in Ontario] to regulate the activities of individuals who offer financial planning, advice and services, and the absence of such a framework raised questions about proficiency, quality standards and potential conflicts of interest.”

In November 2016, the expert committee issued its final report to the Ontario government. The report set the context for the committee’s recommendations by describing the evolution of financial services away from the provision of transactions and toward the provision of more holistic advisory services, noting that current regulation has not fully adapted to this shift and explaining why Ontario’s regulatory framework remains fragmented and largely focused on the sale of financial products. The committee noted that a key issue that has emerged in the province’s current regulatory landscape is consumer confusion among misleading titles and credentials used by firms and their representatives. According to the expert committee:

“In Ontario today, consumers … are likely to encounter individuals with titles and credentials that may not clearly reflect an individual’s specific qualifications, expertise, and the nature of the services provided. During our two rounds of consultation, one theme was consistently raised by interested parties: the multitude of titles and credentials currently used in Ontario’s financial services industry lead to confusion and jeopardize consumer protection.”

Citing the OSC, IIROC and MFDA’s joint “mystery shopping” research into advisory practices and the investor experience in Ontario, the committee found that consumers were often left to navigate the “alphabet soup of credentials” on their own. As titles and credentials are used to give an impression of expertise and instill consumer trust, the committee expressed concern over instances where titles and credentials were not backed up by real expertise and could result in trust that is misplaced, as well as lead well-qualified and credentialed individuals to compete with unqualified (or less qualified) individuals for business.

To address these issues, the expert committee recommended that financial services regulators in Ontario work together to develop a circumscribed list of approved titles that are descriptive of regulated activities, and that individuals engaged in financial planning and providing financial advice should only be permitted to use approved titles. The list of approved titles should accurately reflect the credentials that underlie them, with particular attention given to the title of “financial planner,” which the committee recommended be reserved for individuals that have “sufficient education, training, integrity, and experience that a reasonable person would expect necessary to provide a competent financial plan for a consumer.”

The expert committee also raised concern over the current framework for consumer redress for financial losses, noting that a consumer with a “legitimate complaint against a provider of Financial Product Sales, Financial Planning or Financial Advice” had a complex series of venues to navigate depending on the financial product in question, including:
• OBSI;
• the OmbudService for Life and Health Insurance (OLHI);
• the General Insurance OmbudService (GIO);
• IIROC’s arbitration program;
• regulatory orders or settlement agreements (compensation, disgorgement, etc.); and
• civil remedies (via a court process).256

Due to the cost and complexities associated with civil remedies, the committee established that the most practical option for consumers was to seek redress from OBSI, OLHI or GIO. However, the committee noted that “these ombud services fall short of delivering the kind of redress to which consumers should have access,” citing in particular OBSI’s lack of binding decision-making authority as a major barrier to it effectively fulfilling its role as an ombudsman in the province’s financial services sector. The expert committee concluded that this inability to make binding decisions, coupled with the fragmented regime for redress overall, necessitated a consumer-friendly process for recovery of financial losses from financial service providers by consumers as a consequence of negligent planning, advice and sales.257

**Elder Abuse Ontario**

Elder Abuse Ontario, a provincial non-profit organization focused on supporting the implementation of the *Ontario Strategy to Combat Elder Abuse*. In partnership with the Assaulted Women’s Helpline, Elder Abuse Ontario maintains the “Seniors Safety Line,” a confidential, toll-free helpline that provides callers with information about agencies in Ontario that assist in cases of financial exploitation. Through the line, Elder Abuse Ontario also provides supportive counseling for older individuals who are being abused or at risk of abuse, and connects family members and service providers to information about community services.

The organization has also created a series of educational resources to build capacity among front-line service workers who engage with older individuals and adopt a common approach toward identifying and responding to various forms of elder abuse. These resources include video examples of common client interactions, focusing on recognizing both emotional and financial abuse and coaching users through interactive scenarios in which they can learn to respond to typical abuse scenarios.258
The time has come to change the conversation around older investors. This strategy aims to do that, with the goal of fostering a stronger and more secure financial future for all older Ontarians. We are focused on addressing the changing financial environment faced by older investors in a more comprehensive way, by providing practical guidance, resources and tools for registered firms and their representatives, older investors and their families and friends, as well as regulators. Our strategy recognizes that there is no “one size fits all” solution to the challenges and opportunities that investors may face as they age; as illustrated by the research described in section II of this report, older individuals’ circumstances are becoming more diverse as time passes.

We have aimed to develop a strategy that is inclusive, social, and responsive. These three guiding principles will shape our policy-making, operations, research, education and outreach initiatives with respect to older Ontarians. We also believe that they can be useful for registered firms and their representatives who help older Ontarians meet their financial goals. We explain each of these principles in depth below.

• **Inclusive:** Being inclusive means taking into account, among other things, differences in mobility, vision, hearing, and literacy, including financial literacy. It also means accounting for diversity: for example, more Ontarians aged 65 and older are visible minorities than ever before. An inclusive approach means combating ageism and making clear that the contributions of older Ontarians are important to our economy and society, and that seniors’ goals and priorities are important to our financial services sector. An inclusive approach helps Ontarians maintain an independent lifestyle that allows them to make choices and engage with others on their own terms.

• **Social:** Financial and other important decisions are rarely made in isolation. People are social: they consider the effects of their actions on others and seek others’ advice before making a decision. For example, a parent may delay retirement to help adult children buy a home or pay off student debt. Investors of all ages rely on registered firms and their representatives, as well as trusted friends and family members, as sources of information and advice before making financial decisions. Family and friends can play important roles as caregivers later in life, and a representative’s relationship with a client may evolve as the client ages. Representatives’ relationships with their clients come with significant responsibility and accountability, which they must keep in mind when serving their clients as they age. These social connections and responsibilities point to new pathways for designing policy and delivering relevant information to older Ontarians.

• **Responsive:** Being responsive means delivering timely and relevant support and resources to investors, as well as the people they work with when making financial decisions, in a way that reflects and responds to changes in investors’ personal circumstances. It also
means responding to demographic and other changes to the population of older Ontarians, as well as economic and other trends that shape the environment in which older Ontarians make financial decisions. As we have outlined, changes in the composition of older individuals’ income sources and balance sheets, shaped by broader trends such as low interest rates, can have profound effects on these individuals’ financial decisions. Social trends, such as the increasing percentage of older individuals with smartphones and internet access, also have significant implications in developing new ways of delivering relevant information and advice to older Ontarians.

The discussion below describes some of the new initiatives the OSC is pursuing in relation to older individuals and our plans to continue building on existing initiatives.

A. Policy

In developing our policy focus with respect to older Ontarians, we benefitted significantly from the input received from a number of sources, including from SEAC, as well as the insights shared at the Seniors Roundtable. We also gathered extensive feedback and input from retail investors and other stakeholders and community groups through our OSC in the Community program and other outreach and engagement initiatives. Further, in 2017, we conducted 30 compliance reviews of registered firms, focusing on how they conduct business with senior investors and the challenges and business practices related to their delivery of services to these clients. Finally, we conducted extensive research and consulted with our regulatory counterparts both here in Canada and abroad.

SEAC members and other stakeholders have expressed concern regarding older investors’ susceptibility to financial exploitation, fraud, and cognitive impairment. Older Ontarians represent a large percentage of the investing population, and there is apprehension around the relationship between aging, the capacity to make financial decisions, and the potential for financial exploitation, particularly as some older individuals increase their reliance on caregivers, family, and friends. Increased reliance on others can, in some situations, expose an older individual to undue influence from someone who may otherwise be presumed to be acting in the best interest of the older person; the complicated nature of these relationships can make it difficult for registered firms and their representatives to definitively identify situations in which a client may be subject to financial exploitation or experiencing cognitive impairment.

We also recognize that registered firms and their representatives may not feel adequately equipped to address issues that might arise as their clients age, and may find that existing legal obligations (such as their obligations to execute client instructions) or privacy laws could constrain them from taking action in instances where they suspect that financial exploitation or cognitive decline may be affecting their client’s judgment. For example, while a power of attorney can be a useful precautionary tool for addressing possible issues that may arise as a client

“We think that it’s important for both firms and advisors to have the tools to be able to recognize elder abuse and have a safe harbour as a way [to act when] something is going on, to hold the funds for a period of time and work through the issues.” Maureen Jensen, OSC Chair and CEO, at OSC Dialogue 2017
ages, it does not address situations where a firm’s representative has doubts about the intentions of the individual exercising that power of attorney. Firm representatives are not expected to be experts in the detection of financial exploitation or fraud. However, they are well-positioned to be able to spot the red flags and help their client protect against financial harm.

Under this strategy, we will be looking at opportunities to provide a framework to enable registered firms and their representatives to respond to situations where they suspect that financial exploitation or cognitive impairment may be affecting their client’s judgment. We have also identified further opportunities for policy responses to other issues that may contribute to challenges that many older investors may face in the capital markets. This includes addressing confusing and misleading business titles, designations, and marketing practices, as well as strengthening OBSI and exploring how the dispute resolution process can better respond to the issues of older investors.

We have also identified a number of opportunities to work with other regulators, government, and other organizations toward a common goal of designing policies and programs that serve the interests of older individuals.

**A framework for addressing financial exploitation and cognitive impairment**

We believe that any framework to address matters of financial exploitation and cognitive impairment must be flexible and allow registered firms and their representatives to exercise judgment based on the particular situation while keeping appropriate investor protection measures in place.

In contemplation of such a framework, we have reviewed both NASAA’s model act and FINRA’s Rule 2165, as discussed in section III, and consulted with FINRA staff on FINRA’s new rule regarding temporary holds on disbursements and the amendments that require FINRA members to make reasonable efforts to obtain the name of a trusted contact person for non-institutional clients. While we believe there are elements of both these rules that we can leverage, we also recognize that there are a number of differences in the Canadian landscape that may pose challenges and require further exploration.

Based on this review and that of other regulatory frameworks, consultation with SEAC, and ongoing discussions and collaboration with our colleagues at the FCNB and other stakeholders, we believe that the key principles to a regulatory framework to empower registered firms and their representatives to address situations of suspected financial exploitation or cognitive impairment of older individuals should include:

- **Temporary hold on disbursements of funds or securities:** A mechanism that permits firms to place a temporary hold on disbursements from a client’s account when there is a reasonable belief that financial exploitation has occurred, is occurring or will be attempted, or if a client’s judgement may be impaired. While the temporary hold would not prevent the sale of securities in the account, it would prevent the disbursement of the proceeds of the sale. We envision that this will include four key parts:
  - a definition of the individuals who would be covered and a definition for “financial exploitation” and “cognitive impairment;”
  - the level of authorization required for, and the scope of, the temporary holds, including length of time and options for extensions;
  - the supervisory obligations of the firm; and
  - the recordkeeping obligations of the firm.

The question of whether a firm is to report the temporary hold or the circumstances of their client to a law enforcement agency or the Ontario Public Guardian and Trustee remains an area for continued discussion in light of the absence of relevant guidance with respect to potentially applicable exceptions to privacy obligations under the *Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA)*.

- **Safe havens:** Firms will require a certain degree of latitude when placing temporary holds on disbursements or making disclosures to a trusted contact person or a third party organization.
to act responsively in service to their clients. We are considering providing those firms that place a hold on a disbursement or disclose personal information to a trusted contact or third party organization without consent with a safe harbour that will allow them to act with discretion and without fear of moving offside of existing regulatory rules that may constrain their ability to act to protect their clients.

• **Trusted contact persons:** A requirement that registered firms and their representatives make reasonable efforts to obtain the name and contact information of a trusted contact person for both new and existing non-institutional clients. This could be considered an “emergency contact” that a registered firm or its representatives may reach out to should they have concerns about a client’s behaviour or transactions in a client’s account. It will be important to outline the trusted contact person’s role, qualifications (if any), whether a trusted contact person should be notified of their role and responsibilities, and the frequency with which a trusted contact person designation (or lack thereof) should be discussed with clients. It is not our intention that a trusted contact person replaces or assumes the role of a client-designated power of attorney.

• **Guidance on suggested practices for engaging with older clients:** We will publish a staff notice setting forth suggested practices for registered firms and their representatives to follow when engaging with older clients. This guidance will discuss issues that may emerge or become more relevant as an investor ages, and help firm representatives better communicate with clients and support them in their decision-making as they age. This will cover areas such as collecting sufficient information about a client, establishing emergency contacts, supervising a client’s account, and ensuring the suitability of products, as well as communication practices such as discussing sensitive issues with clients and delivering information that is accessible and appropriate.

We will continue to consider the appropriate mechanisms to implement the proposals outlined above.

We note that, depending on a firm’s size, it may be appropriate for it to consider establishing a centralized response unit that can escalate potential situations of financial exploitation and provide direction for its representatives to respond to common questions related to older clients. Such a unit could also manage the design and implementation of training programs to help representatives appropriately respond to issues that can arise in relationships with older clients.

The roles of registered firms and their representatives are changing, and we will provide them with tools and resources to respond to the needs of their clients. Clients expect that firm representatives will put their client’s interests first, rather than focusing on selling them particular investment products. They also expect a firm representative to help them plan for the future and achieve their financial goals. Firm representatives may be able to add significant value for their clients by taking the perspective of a financial “coach.” A holistic understanding of investors as they age should help firm representatives fulfill this role. We want to support this transition, not only through a regulatory framework as contemplated above, but also, as described in greater depth below, through education and outreach targeted at both older investors and the registered firms and representatives with whom they work.

**Addressing confusing and misleading titles, designations and marketing practices**

Many stakeholders have raised concerns with registered firms and their representatives’ use of misleading titles, designations and marketing practices. For example, in a 2017 statement, CARP’s (formerly the Canadian Association of Retired Persons) Chief Operating Officer and Vice-President of Advocacy, Wanda Morris, stated that “too many investors have placed their trust in individuals with credible sounding titles, such as Vice-President, Seniors Specialist, or Wealth Manager, without
realizing that such titles are essentially meaningless; they do not promise a specific level of education or experience, or a commitment to a standard of ethics.”

Limited regulation of titles and designations over time has led to the spread of a multitude of confusing and potentially misleading titles. The use of potentially misleading or confusing titles by firm representatives, including titles that indicate expertise in issues related to older individuals, such as senior specialist or retirement planning specialist has become another area of focus for the OSC and other regulators.

We acknowledge that the issue of misleading or confusing titles and designations is an issue that affects all investors, however we are especially concerned about the impact on older investors as they may be more vulnerable to business titles that imply specialty skills.

OSC Staff Notice 31-715, Mystery Shopping for Investment Advice: Insights into Advisory Practices and the Investor Experience in Ontario, a joint research project by the OSC, IIROC and the MFDA that involved mystery shopping firms in Ontario across four platforms, found that shoppers encountered 48 different business titles in the 88 shops reviewed. The report comments that the issue is further complicated by the use of certain qualifying adjectives in business titles as we noted above with terms such as “senior specialist” or “vice president.” Registered firms and their representatives will often use these titles as part of their marketing strategy to attract certain clients, leading those clients to believe that a particular firm or representative has additional qualifications or expertise over others without such titles. Firms that permit the use of business titles are expected to have policies and procedures in place regarding the use of those titles and should be supervising their use to ensure that the title is not misleading or confusing and is supported with the appropriate qualifications or certifications. We also encourage investors to go beyond the title on a firm representative’s business card and ask questions about what qualifications or certifications they have that support their title.

In Consultation Paper 33-404, Proposals to Enhance the Obligations of Advisers, Dealers, and Representatives, the CSA is working to improve the alignment of interests between advisors and investors through regulatory reform to improve the advisor/client relationship. In particular, the CSA sought comments on a proposal to standardize the titles used by client-facing representatives in an effort to minimize confusion for all groups of investors, including older investors. The CSA recognizes that “significantly more care and diligence is required for at-risk or vulnerable clients, such as inexperienced investors, seniors, [and] discretionary clients.” We believe that a renewed focus on the issue of titles and designations for all client-facing business titles will provide clarity around the use of titles and strengthen public confidence in registered firms and their representatives.

We note that the need for standardized titles is also supported by the Ontario Expert Committee to Consider Financial Advisory and Financial Planning Policy Alternatives. As well, in the U.S., SEC Chairman Jay Clayton recently emphasized the importance of addressing misleading titles used by registered firms and their representatives when advising investors, stating that the SEC “[has] to get to the substance of what the labels mean.”

Strengthening OBSI

Strengthening OBSI and providing a robust oversight framework is another area of focus for the OSC and our colleagues in the CSA. We believe that strengthening OBSI’s ability to secure redress for investors is important for investor protection in Canada and vital to the integrity of the country’s capital markets, and we are especially concerned about the impact on older investors of not being able to secure redress. As we previously discussed, nearly half of the individuals who submitted complaints to OBSI in 2016 regarding unfair practices relating to investments were 60 years of age or older. Older investors who suffer financial losses generally have less time or opportunities to rebuild their wealth, and an increasing number of older Canadians are relying on their investments to support their income needs in retirement.

As a first step toward strengthening OBSI, in December 2017 the CSA, IIROC, and MFDA
"Know your client" obligations

The “know your client” (KYC) obligations, along with the obligations to “know your product” and of suitability, are among the most fundamental obligations owed to clients by registered firms and their representatives, and are cornerstones of the investor protection regime in Canada. We expect registrants to comply not only with the letter of the securities law, but also with the spirit of the requirements. Section 13.2 of National Instrument 31-103 Registration Requirements, Exemptions and Ongoing Registrant Obligations (NI 31-103), among other things, requires registrants (including dealer members of IIROC and the MFDA) to take reasonable steps to establish the identity of a client and ensure that they have sufficient information to meet their suitability obligation. There are also supplemental KYC requirements that exist in the member rules of self-regulatory organizations, and the companion policy to NI 31-103 provides further clarification on what is expected of registrants in order to comply with KYC obligations, including “[taking] reasonable steps to obtain and periodically update information about their clients.”

We must recognize the significant role played by two self-regulatory organizations, IIROC and the MFDA, in developing and elaborating upon regulatory frameworks that are key to investor protection, including the KYC obligations imposed on dealers and advisers. Any changes to these obligations intended to enhance protections afforded to senior investors would need to be developed in coordination with these self-regulatory organizations, and the companion policy to NI 31-103 provides further clarification on what is expected of registrants in order to comply with KYC obligations, including “[taking] reasonable steps to obtain and periodically update information about their clients.”

Breaking down silos

Stakeholders have identified several significant trends and issues affecting Ontario seniors, as well as possible policy responses. Many of the recommendations made in the Seniors Roundtable — including its recommendations that we address confusing and misleading titles and designations and that registered firm’s representatives receive training and education so that they are better able to meet seniors’ needs and are better placed to spot and act on signs of diminished capacity or financial exploitation — are reflected in this strategy. Among its findings, the Seniors Roundtable highlighted the importance of breaking down silos between the various regulators and organizations with mandates that affect the interests of seniors, so that it becomes possible to “develop comprehensive solutions that prevent seniors from ‘falling through the cracks’ that exist between mandates of the organizations that are designed to serve them.”

We recognize that many significant issues that affect the financial lives of seniors fall outside of our jurisdiction or engage the mandates of multiple regulators and other organizations. We wish to work with other regulators and agencies and reach across jurisdictional boundaries to achieve our common goal of designing policies and programs that serve the interests of older individuals. Below, we have identified a number of policy areas where such cooperation could produce significant results.
changes (for example, if a client requests changes to their investment strategy that do not seem to be supported by changes in their circumstances, or if they begin requesting disbursements of unusually large sums of money), a registered firm or its representatives should take steps to understand the reasons for this change in behaviour.

In Staff Notice 31-336, the CSA reminded registered firms and their representatives of the requirement to obtain current KYC information about a client’s investment needs and objectives whenever a suitability determination is required. However, the CSA also noted that they expect registrants to be proactive in keeping KYC information current. The KYC process is intended to be flexible and provides the critical foundation for understanding and serving the interests of a client at any age. Without adequate and timely KYC information, registered firms and their representatives cannot meet their suitability obligation to clients.

Further work is being conducted on the KYC obligation as part of the CSA’s policy project to enhance the obligations that registered firms and their representatives have toward their clients. In light of the flexible nature of KYC process, registered firms and their representatives should consider whether it is prudent to continue the common practice of using “one-size-fits-all” KYC forms for all of their clients, or whether it would be appropriate to amend their practices to collect information specific to clients that have reached particular milestones. For example, when an investor reaches age 71, their tax-deferred retirement savings must begin to flow into their taxable income; it may be appropriate to collect different KYC information from clients who have reached or are close to reaching this milestone.

Powers of attorney
We recognize that registered firms and their representatives often rely on powers of attorney as tools to help address changes in circumstances that occur as their clients age, but rules relating to powers of attorney are designed by provincial governments rather than provincial securities regulators. Research has suggested that there is significant potential for powers of attorney to be abused, and that financial exploitation is often committed by a person holding a power of attorney. A 2017 report by the Law Commission of Ontario (LCO) highlighted several characteristics of the current power of attorney system that may require improvement, including the fact that “there are no proactive monitoring mechanisms” in respect of powers of attorney, such that “often, by the time abuse comes to light, it has been ongoing for some time,” and, “where the abuse is financial, it is very difficult to recover any funds: the damage is done.” The LCO also notes that, under the current regime, “it may be difficult to determine whether a [power of attorney] exists, whether it is valid, and whether it should be in operation,” a factor that poses significant challenges for registered firms and their representatives. We stand ready to engage with key stakeholders to help develop frameworks for addressing these challenges.

Privacy laws and disclosures of client information
We will also need to consider the implications of federal privacy laws on any form of disclosure of a client’s personal information made by a registered firm or one of its representatives, be it to a trusted contact person or a third-party organization such as the Public Guardian and Trustee. Currently, PIPEDA prohibits the disclosure of an individual’s personal information without their consent, subject to certain exceptions. In 2015, Parliament added new exceptions to this general rule to allow for reporting of suspected fraud and financial exploitation. The relevant amended language permits disclosure by an “organization” to “another organization” to detect, suppress or prevent fraud, as well as disclosure by that organization to “a government institution, a part of a government institution or the individual’s next of kin” in cases of suspected financial exploitation, subject in each case to certain additional requirements. Unfortunately, neither PIPEDA nor its regulations define the terms “government institution,” “next of kin” or “authorized representative.” In 2017, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada issued interpretative guidance regarding the new exception relating to fraud, but this guidance
did not include information regarding the new exception relating to financial exploitation. As such, registered firms and their representatives have reason to question whether the current exceptions are sufficient to provide comfort that making a disclosure of personal information about a client without the client’s consent, either to a law enforcement agency or the Public Guardian and Trustee, would not be offside of privacy legislation. We would be willing to take part in conversations about providing additional guidance regarding the application of these exceptions.

We note that, unlike the nationally coordinated adult protective services agencies that exist in the U.S., which can respond to issues of financial exploitation and cognitive impairment readily and which play a significant role in ensuring the effectiveness of FINRA Rule 2165, Canada has a patchwork of provincial public guardians with varying mandates and resources to respond when there are concerns raised by registered firms or their representatives regarding their clients. The recent report by FAIR Canada and the Canadian Centre for Elder Law notes that “stakeholders consistently, and without exception, identified the lack of an adult protective agency as the key factor handicapping Canada’s efforts to protect vulnerable investors.” The LCO has noted that, while Ontario’s Public Guardian and Trustee “performs a range of important functions in the legal capacity and decision-making system,” cases of suspected exploitation must meet a high legal threshold before the Public Guardian and Trustee can become involved and, as a result, frontline workers dealing with senior clients may have “no meaningful way” to address concerns about abuse that do not meet [this] threshold.” We look forward to engaging in discussions with registered firms and government entities regarding ways in which we can cooperate to address these concerns.

Probate fees and jointly-owned accounts

Through our continued engagement with stakeholders, we have also heard a number of concerns around registered firms’ and their representatives’ practice of advising consumers, as part of an estate-planning process, to transfer some or all of their assets into joint accounts with family members to minimize or avoid probate fees. We recognize that the nature of this advice may be well-intentioned, but note that joint ownership arrangements require clients to forfeit exclusive control over their accounts, which can, in turn, increase the risk of experiencing financial exploitation or fraud committed by family members or caregivers provided with access to jointly-held assets. Stakeholders have indicated that the current structure of probate fees could be examined as a way of addressing this issue. While the current probate fee structure is a cross-jurisdictional issue that cannot be managed by the OSC alone, we are prepared to share our knowledge and experience with other stakeholders who have more direct influence on this issue.

B. Operations

It is important that we respond to the needs of older Ontarians in our own work and explore opportunities to enhance our existing processes and operations to reflect the learnings and best practices discussed in this strategy.

OSC staff currently interacts with older Ontarians through a number of operational channels, most directly through the Investor Office’s outreach programs and resources (including OSC in the Community, teletownhalls and through platforms like GetSmarterAboutMoney.ca and Re: Investing) and the Inquiries and Contact Centre, which allows people to reach out to OSC staff members with questions about investing and working with a registered firm, as well as report their complaints about companies, investment products, or possible investment frauds or scams.

Enforcement staff also works with older investors, interviewing and gathering evidence from investors who have been the victims of investment fraud. As well, older clients of various registered firms and their representatives may be interviewed by OSC staff when completing a compliance review. The OSC conducts compliance reviews of regulated advisers, exempt market dealers, scholarship plan dealers, and investment fund managers to monitor compliance with Ontario securities law.
We recognize that operational changes must be done with sensitivity toward older Ontarians and implemented in concert with the ways they are already being serviced by other agencies in the province. For example, we contemplated establishing a dedicated hotline for older Ontarians, reflecting the practices put in place in the U.S. by the FINRA. However, in consultation with SEAC and other stakeholder groups, consensus emerged around the potential for consumer confusion created by having multiple, competing services in the marketplace. We have determined that enhancing our existing services, rather than implementing additional ones, would be more effective in responding to the needs of older individuals wishing to contact the OSC.

Through the learnings, best practices, and considerations that have emerged throughout the development of this strategy, we will continually improve our own processes through various enhancements to our operations, including:

• **Training and education:** We will provide training and education for staff members who may be required to interact with older individuals, such as when receiving inquiries and complaints, during enforcement investigations, or as part of conducting compliance reviews. This will help our staff build their capacity for effectively communicating with older individuals, recognizing potential warning signs of issues related to financial exploitation and diminished capacity, and escalating potential issues to the appropriate agencies.

• **Dedicated staff for older investor inquiries:** We will enhance our Inquiries and Contact Centre’s ability to identify older individuals and respond to their needs in an effective and appropriate manner. In addition to exploring the previously discussed referral system with Elder Abuse Ontario’s Senior Safety Line, we will also examine methods of prompting older individuals to self-identify as a “senior” early in the process, so we can immediately direct them to members of our Inquiries and Contact Centre staff who are trained to understand and address the unique needs that older individuals may have. These dedicated staff members will be an important source of insight for other areas of the OSC and will help execute strategies for ensuring that we work with older Ontarians in a way that reflects best practices and responds effectively to their questions and concerns. Allowing callers to identify themselves as a senior will also aid enforcement staff in triaging cases and allocating resources appropriately.

• **Applying a new lens to our work:** We will take steps to encourage all branches of the OSC to approach their respective projects and initiatives with consideration to the implications that their work will have for older investors. For example, we will amend the covering memoranda for materials provided to OSC commissioners to promote consideration of the impacts that various proposals may have on different demographics of investors, including older investors. In addition, we will ensure that engagement with fintech companies through our LaunchPad team encourages and facilitates conversations about how digital financial services and products have contemplated the needs and risks related to older clients.

• **Resources and materials for staff:** We will support our staff in working effectively with older investors and understanding the unique needs and issues they face by developing new resources, tools and other materials that can assist staff in effectively communicating with older individuals, as well as in considering the implications that various projects may hold for older investors generally. These materials may include discussion guides, checklists, and other tools to facilitate best practices when engaging older individuals. Additionally, we expect that our partnerships with community organizations focused on older Ontarians will be helpful to our operational staff in responding to investor inquiries and working with older investors more generally. To ensure that all staff can take advantage of these opportunities, we will establish a central directory of these organizations that can be accessed by our staff.
C. Research

Research broadens and deepens our understanding of investor behaviour. It also allows us to understand and respond to emerging trends in the markets and the ways investors are reacting to them. Two recent Investor Office studies published in 2017 – our behavioural insights report, which looked at the impact cognitive biases can have on financial decision-making and associated behaviours, and our Investing As We Age study, which examined the financial knowledge, attitudes and behaviours that Ontarians aged 45 and older have toward retirement planning – have helped shape our understanding of older investors and have influenced the development of this strategy. Continued research will be vital to ensuring our policy-making, education and outreach efforts remain responsive to the circumstances and needs of older Ontarians.

Our existing research has highlighted the importance of planning for the future, but behavioural insights illuminate the reality that investors often behave in ways that are detrimental to their long-term financial well-being, in many cases, despite their best intentions. As previously discussed, investors can often be overconfident in their financial decision-making and may ignore information that runs counter to their preconceptions. This can be exacerbated with age: older investors may be more likely to focus on positive information and filter out negative information. The Investor Office is working with the Behavioural Insights Team – one of the world’s leading organizations in the area of public sector applications of behavioural insights – in order to better understand the specific behavioural barriers that pre-retired Ontarians face when thinking about, devising and following through on a retirement plan; we will publish the results of this research by mid-2018. Our objective is to provide stakeholders with a set of behaviourally-informed design principles that they should keep in mind when designing programs, products, and services to respond to the needs of older Ontarians.

Over the longer term, research will allow us to fine-tune our policy-making, education and outreach activities to respond to the needs of older Ontarians. Interviews, focus groups, and other qualitative research techniques, as well as quantitative testing, will provide insight into the likely effects of proposed new policy interventions on older Ontarians, and will examine the effectiveness and resonance of new educational resources with older Ontarians and other target audiences. This type of testing is part of evidence-based policy and program development, and we look forward to building on our research infrastructure and partnerships to enhance our capacity for this type of activity.

A better understanding of the possible effects of emerging trends on older Canadians, such as the growth of the digital advice channel and other fintech innovations, will be important for all stakeholders. Canadians’ increasing comfort with technology offers both opportunities and risks that research can help us better understand. Technology can help users overcome mobility and other barriers by allowing them to manage their finances without having to go to a bank branch, and “big data” collected and analyzed by new fintech tools can help users understand their spending and investing habits and plan for the future.

But, to the extent that this growth comes at the expense of more traditional channels for delivering financial services, it may negatively affect relationships and ways of doing business that many older investors may feel comfortable with and want to continue. Fintech tools may also encounter challenges in monitoring and addressing the effects that cognitive changes may have on the way we understand and make financial decisions, particularly when these tools are designed for “do-it-yourself” investors (who prefer to make investment and other financial decisions on their own without help from a registered firm). These trends and their possible implications for older investors are important issues for the financial sector and other stakeholders to examine.

Engagement with external organizations will remain key to identifying research priorities. For example, the LaunchPad team helps innovative fintech companies work within regulated markets.
to serve the interests of investors of all ages; in turn, building relationships with fintech companies helps us enhance and build on our understanding of the opportunities new technologies are creating in the financial sector. We look forward to engaging with fintech firms to find ways to make fintech accessible and responsive to the needs of older Ontarians. In addition, SEAC continues to help us monitor emerging trends relating to older investors and provides an important perspective on our research direction.

D. Education and outreach

Financial education and investor outreach form a significant part of our existing investor-focused activities, and under this strategy we plan to develop even more tools, resources, and other materials to help older Ontarians, as well as their networks of family and friends, plan for the future. These materials will raise awareness of the needs that older individuals have later in life – in both best- and worst-case scenarios – and offer guidance on making plans to address these needs.

In communicating this message, we will emphasize that financial planning is not an abstract exercise that deals solely with dollars and cents or risk and return. Rather, it is about life priorities, such as home, health, work, leisure, and family, and there is a need to develop a step-by-step process for achieving these priorities.

We will talk about red flags not only for financial fraud, but also financial exploitation and the natural challenges associated with aging. We will start a conversation about tools that can help address these changes and risks, such as trusted contacts and powers of attorney, and we will also direct older Ontarians and their families, caregivers, and friends to external organizations that can provide guidance on issues relevant to them.

We plan to deliver these messages through a variety of media, including written and online materials as well as live presentations. Social media will be another vital channel for broadcasting key messages relating to retirement planning, signs of financial exploitation, and other relevant issues. Through the delivery formats and channels we will explore, we will recognize that, as discussed above, financial planning and decisions do not occur in isolation; they take into account that friends, family, and registered firms often are part of the conversation surrounding these decisions.

Providing education to registered firms and the representatives who work with older investors will also make up an important part of our education and outreach plan. As previously noted, we will issue guidance for registered firms and their representatives on engaging with older clients appropriately, and we intend to build on that further through the provision of resources and training materials to help them communicate effectively and recognize many of the common warning signs that may indicate a client may be experiencing impaired judgement with regard to financial decision-making or is the subject of undue influence from a third party.

Our guidance will include best practices that firms can undertake in forming and delivering communications messages for older audiences, and it’s important we lead by example by employing these practices in our own materials. Our suite of tools and resources will strive to be inclusive, accessible and useful for older Ontarians and reflect best practices developed by the Government of Canada and other leading practitioners, nationally and abroad. The ways in which we communicate will also strive to be inclusive and accessible across multiple delivery vehicles, recognizing that some individuals may prefer receiving written information or communicating electronically, while others prefer engaging in a live conversation.

Our planned education and outreach activities include:

- **White label materials and other resources for firms:** We will provide firms with access to a series of white label resources, such as forms, discussion guides and educational materials, that they can quickly brand and deploy to their representatives and clients as they see fit, allowing them to mitigate the burden of developing their own materials independently. These white label resources will reflect our own learnings and
best practices when it comes to communicating with older audiences, helping firms align their communications with the examples we set.

• Resource hub on GetSmarterAboutMoney.ca: We will build on our existing online resources to create a “resource hub” that aggregates resources in a central online location, organized and curated for older Ontarians and their friends, family, and caregivers, as well as for industry organizations and regulators. Each of these groups will be able to easily access resources relevant to them. This initiative will provide an opportunity for the OSC to leverage its partnerships with other agencies and organizations that have developed tools and materials aimed at improving outcomes for older investors – these partners will be encouraged to make their own resources available through the hub, reducing the end-user burden of having to find and seek out information from a variety of different sources available at different websites.

• Discussion guides: We will help older investors shape their conversations with registered firms and their representatives by developing a discussion guide outlining key questions to ask, as well as guidance for interpreting how a firm representative responds to these questions. We hope these guides will help older Ontarians feel more prepared when they talk to a firm representative and more confident understanding and acting on the information and choices they are given.

• Resources for families, friends and caregivers: We will develop materials aimed at helping families, friends, and caregivers of older Ontarians engage in a conversation about aging and planning for the future, spotting signs of financial exploitation and understanding the roles and responsibilities of a trusted contact in an investment relationship. These resources will also point to organizations focused on older Ontarians that can provide additional help and guidance. We will look to include videos and other forms of multimedia content as additional ways in which we deliver information and provide alternative methods for providing resources to those who benefit from visual or audio cues.

• Education and outreach strategy for new Canadians: We will implement an education and outreach strategy for new Canadians that includes a focus on older investors, recognizing the diverse and varied knowledge levels, language proficiency, and confidence as new consumers in the Canadian financial marketplace.

Partnerships with organizations focused on the needs of older individuals will be important as we develop these resources. In addition, we will leverage these partnerships to help us publicize and distribute these resources, building on our existing relationships with organizations across the province with an interest in addressing the issues of older individuals in order to distribute information and resources to older Ontarians and their families, friends and caregivers. For example, we will explore opportunities to build a referral system between our Inquiries and Contact Centre and Elder Abuse Ontario’s Seniors Safety Line, to help respond to calls made to the Seniors Safety Line related to financial exploitation or fraud, gather the appropriate information and bridge callers to the OSC directly. We will also work with Ontario’s Public Guardian and Trustee to identify possible opportunities for collaboration and joint efforts in reporting and responding to issues related to financial exploitation and diminished capacity.

As previously discussed, investor education and outreach have formed a significant part of our activities to date. We will expand many of our existing programs and resources to reflect the research, best practices, and learnings around the intersection of age and money in order to better respond to the needs of older investors through:

• Community outreach: Over the past several years, OSC staff members from the Investor Office and Enforcement branch have connected with hundreds of groups, including many seniors organizations, through the OSC in the Community program, hosting live presentations on how investors can protect their money from financial frauds, recognize common red flags of fraud and work with a firm representative. Recently, the Investor Office expanded its community outreach through
its teletownhall program, which allows OSC staff to connect with thousands of Ontario investors at once in a live townhall carried out by phone. We will continue to use these programs to connect with older Ontarians on issues relevant to them, including protecting themselves against financial exploitation and fraud, and look to expand the channels for delivery through digital tools such as webinars and live-streamed sessions in which viewers can ask questions and receive answers from OSC staff in real-time over the internet.

• **Online education and outreach:** The OSC’s award-winning GetSmarterAboutMoney.ca website publishes materials and resources to help investors make better decisions about their money. The Investor Office also engages directly with investors through social media, its Investor News newsletter and Re: Investing, a digital contact centre that allows OSC staff to respond directly to questions from individuals on investing, financial planning and fraud. Through these channels, we will publish new content relevant to older Ontarians and leverage digital and social platforms to communicate as appropriate.

Across all of our education and outreach efforts, both those currently operating and those planned under this strategy, it is important that we leverage the appropriate communications opportunities to continue promoting a broader awareness of the OSC as an organization that investors can contact for questions and concerns related to Ontario’s capital markets and financial service providers.

We will continue to direct investors to resources (including GetSmarterAboutMoney.ca and the OSC’s Inquiries and Contact Centre) designed to address their concerns and answer their questions and will continually improve our responsiveness to the needs of older investors through enhancements to our own operations.
CONCLUSION

The financial lives of older Canadians are more complex relative to previous generations. As a regulator, we believe that we have a role to play in ensuring that the needs of older Ontarians are appropriately met by the province’s securities industry. Our vision is a stronger and more secure financial future for all Ontario seniors, and we believe that we will achieve this through an inclusive, social and responsive strategy.

We recognize that seniors are not a homogenous group, and we have taken this into account when developing appropriate policy responses and education and outreach initiatives. We also know that financial decisions are rarely made in isolation, and have taken this into account in designing policy and programs that help seniors meaningfully participate in conversations about aging and retirement planning.

We strive to be responsive through the delivery of timely and relevant support and resources to investors, as well as the people they work with when making financial decisions, which means that we must pay close attention to emerging trends and changes in circumstances affecting the financial lives of older individuals.

We know that we are not alone in our work to better service the needs of older Ontarians, and as such, we look forward to continuing the conversation with our partners and stakeholders, as well as other regulators and government agencies, the financial sector, community organizations and Ontarians themselves as we further develop and implement the initiatives described in this strategy.

As we continue to work with our partners and conduct research in this space, we recognize that new issues, and new initiatives to address them, may emerge. Responding appropriately to the full scope of issues affecting older investors will require us to remain vigilant and flexible in our approach. We will provide an update on our progress in implementing this strategy in one year, and will continue to monitor and assess changes among older demographics through further research and stakeholder consultation.
APPENDIX A: Seniors Expert Advisory Committee member biographies

We recognize the importance of consulting seniors’ experts who can provide expert opinions and input to support our ongoing efforts to better understand the unique needs of older investors. The SEAC advises OSC staff on securities-related policy and operational developments that impact older investors and provides input on the OSC’s related education and outreach activities. In developing this strategy, we drew heavily on the expertise and insights provided by the members of the SEAC, and we are grateful for their contributions.

Current members

Ellen Bessner
Ellen Bessner is a litigator at Babin Bessner Spry LLP with over 25 years of experience working with investment and insurance industry participants. She is also the author of the best-selling book *Advisor at Risk: A Roadmap to Protecting Your Business*.

Jan Dymond
Jan Dymond is the former Chair of the Vulnerable Investors Task Force at the Investment Funds Institute of Canada (IFIC) and former Vice President, Public Affairs at IFIC, possessing over 35 years of communication and government-related experience.

Arthur Fish
Arthur Fish is a lawyer at Borden Ladner Gervais LLP with over 25 years of experience working with elderly clients in both the public and private sectors. He previously worked with the Mental Competency Clinic at the Baycrest Centre for Geriatric Care, served as Chair of the Ontario Mental Health Foundation, and was a member of the Consent and Capacity Board.

Alan Goldhar
Alan Goldhar has spent almost 20 years as the Chief Investment Officer for Ontario’s Office of the Public Guardian and Trustee, managing $1.5 billion in investments for more than 13,000 clients, most of whom are seniors. In 2001, he was awarded with the honour of Fellow of the Financial Planning Standards Council. Alan is also a former member of the OSC’s Investor Advisory Panel.

Dr. Amanda Grenier
Dr. Amanda Grenier is a Professor at McMaster University’s Department of Health, Aging and Society and Director of the Gilbrea Centre for Studies in Aging. She has collaborated with seniors’ councils and service organizations dedicated to improving the lives of older people, including the Hamilton Age-Friendly City Project, as well as the Notre-Dame-de-Grâce Senior Citizen’s Council and Black Council on Aging in Montréal.

Marta C. Hajek
Marta C. Hajek is the Director of Operations with Elder Abuse Ontario (EAO), an organization mandated to oversee the implementation of the Ontario Strategy to Combat Elder Abuse. Prior to joining EAO, Marta coordinated the rollout of the 211 Information and Referral Service in Ontario and served as the Executive Director of the Ontario Gerontology Association.

Patricia Kloepfer
Patricia Kloepfer is a Chartered Professional Accountant with over 25 years of experience in financial services and insurance, who provides independent consulting service to members of the financial services industry. In her former role as Vice-President of Compliance and Chief Compliance Officer for Investors Group’s mutual funds and securities dealers, she developed expertise in the challenges facing seniors and vulnerable clients, and potential strategies that firms may implement to better meet the needs of such clients.
Wanda Morris
Wanda Morris is the Chief Operating Officer and Vice-President of Advocacy for CARP. She oversees CARP’s advocacy priorities, which include retirement income security and investor protection. Wanda has been a Chartered Professional Accountant for three decades, including seven years with PricewaterhouseCoopers in Vancouver and Melbourne, Australia.

Lindsay Rogan
Lindsay Rogan represents the Portfolio Management Association of Canada (PMAC), where she serves on the PMAC Practices and Standards Committee. Lindsay also serves as the Managing Director and Chief Compliance Officer of Rogan Investment Management Limited, where she works with senior clients and their families, often dealing with very complicated family trust, estate and tax issues.

Bonnie Rose
As Chief Executive Officer and Registrar for the Retirement Homes Regulatory Authority, Bonnie Rose leads the organization in administering the Retirement Homes Act for the protection, safety and wellbeing of approximately 55,000 seniors living in over 700 Ontario retirement homes.

Greg Shaw
Greg Shaw is the Director of International and Corporate Relations for the International Federation on Ageing. He has previously held senior management positions within the Australian Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing, where he was responsible for the regulatory regime associated with quality of care and certification programs in both residential and community care services.

Dr. Samir Sinha
Dr. Samir Sinha is the Director of Geriatrics of the Sinai Health System and University Health Network Hospitals in Toronto. He has consulted and advised governments and health care organizations around the world and is the Architect of the Government of Ontario’s Seniors Strategy.

Laura Tamblyn Watts
Laura Tamblyn Watts is a lawyer who focuses on elder law issues. She is the National Director of Law, Policy and Research at CARP. She is also a senior fellow at the Canadian Centre for Elder Law and a past long-time national director. Laura is the past Chair of the Canadian Bar Association’s National Elder Law section. She is also a board and founding member of the NICE network, a co-facilitator of the World Study Group on Elder Law, a member of the Ombudsman for Banking Services and Investments Board of Directors and former board member of FAIR Canada.

Past members

Patricia Fleischmann
Patricia Fleischmann is a retired veteran of the Toronto Police Service who spent the last 16 years of her career as the Vulnerable Persons’ Coordinator. She is the co-chair of the National Initiative for the Care of the Elderly’s Law and Aging Theme Team. Patricia has served as an elder abuse educator for police and non-law enforcement audiences across Canada and internationally. She is also a founding member of Law Enforcement Agencies Protecting Seniors.

Neil Gross
Neil Gross is the former Executive Director of the Canadian Foundation for Advancement of Investor Rights (FAIR Canada). He has been a lawyer for over 30 years, during which time he has represented investors across Canada in hundreds of disputes involving every major investment product category.
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